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INTOODUCTION 
Limnology, which deals with the biological 
productivity of Inland waters with all th® physical, 
chomlcal and biological factors mtilch affect I t , 
Is a subject of growing Interest* !!!he dependence of 
mim - agriculture, Industries and food supply • on 
water has created critical problems for adequate 
supply and satisfactory quality of water throughout 
the world, fhese problems are bound to Increase as 
the world population Increases. Because of this 
Interrelationship of water and i t s resources with 
human beings, the llmnologlst may play an Important 
role In solving these problems* 
Lakes, ponds and reservoirs have many uses. Some 
persons take Interest In these waters for recreational 
purposes (such as swlwnlng and boating etc.) and some for 
controlling floods, developing power and culturlng 
different communities of aquatic animals, mostly fishes. 
In India most of the ponds are also used for the 
cultivation of blaPlnosuy crop. Under such 
circumstances greater changes take place In llmnologlcal 
conditions of the environment, which affect the 
recreational and commercial uses of these waters. 
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In coaparlson with many other sciences, Limnology 
la stlXX In Its developing stage In Xndle« although i t 
already has becois® reasonably aatur© In many other 
countries of the yorld. In India %dth the Increasing 
deaand of fish food, water supply and power deirelopment 
soase States have already taken steps to Investigate 
the hydroblologleel conditions In lakes, ponds, bogs end 
reservoirs eto« 
India greet reglcaial differences In topography, 
geology and climate exist. As a result of these 
differences, the llmnologlcal resources (lakes, ponds 
and reservoirs) are very unevenly distributed* Ihe 
Inland water resources are enormous to support extensive 
and regular fisheries of various kinds* l!he Inlaid 
fisheries Include, besides capture fishery of the rivers, 
lakes and lai^e bodies of waters, the cultaire flivery 
wh08« contribution to the dietary of man Is of highest 
Ivportance* Fron the catch statistics of ^ e s e waters 
i t becomes quite clear that the fish production Is very 
low in comparison to those of other countries like China, 
Japan, Indcmesla and Fhllllplnes etc* fhe efforts for 
increasing f i ^ production In inland waters are underway* 
However, any effort towards developing the fish resources 
requires an intimate knowledge of physical, chemical and 
biological properties of the environment* 
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Most of th« Xltmoloilefil. researehos hav« 
coaduot^d by person® assoelatod ^ ^ th« pviwuiaiit 
ee&tras for llnnoXogloal, sttidlea at Mattiir Dam, mnasalai 
(south India), Cottuck, Barraclcpora, Baroda, Delhi and 
iaigerh <lter«3i India). Fisheries departments of various 
states are also eontrllntlng significant knowledge to 
different aspects of llanology* Important oontrlbutlons 
fro» Indie In the field of limnology are those of 
Pruthl (19S3), QenapaU (1940, 194©, l©e6 and I960), 
(%aeko and Ganapatl (1949), /aikonihl fi^ (1961), 
Chacko and Krlsnaaorthy (1964), Allkunhl (1966), 
Das and srlvastave (1966), George (1961 and 1962), 
Oulatl and Sarkar (1961), gingb (1961, 1962, 1963 and 1964), 
Krlshnasoorthy and Vlsveswara (1963), Sreenlvasan (1963, 
19646, 1964b, I964e, 1964d, 1966a, 1966b, 1966 and 19€f7), 
Raoanadhafi (1964), Sarkar and Bel (1964), 
Sreenlvasan (1964), Bass Bao (1964^66), Hissalny 
(1966a, 1966b and 1967), Arora (1966), Rsy t i l l - (1966), 
Vertta (1967) and Qanapatl and Sreenlyasan (1968). 
ttost of these studies mainly deal vlth ponds and 
reservoirs %^lle the rivers and large lakes have been 
l e f t unexplored* Besides, no organised efforts have been 
made to llonoXogloal studies of Inland waters* I t vas, 
therefore, thought desirable to make an extensive 
llonologlcal survey of librth Indian Inland waters* 
At f i rs t step ^ e llmnologlcal study of iillgarh fish ponds 
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has twen initlatod by the Section of Ichthyology and 
F1 Farias of the Depsrtaiant of 7oology, \^eraaa 
lionologlcal study of rivers and outer HlnaXeyan lalsee 
i d l l be made In future* 
ihe present work i s an extensive stitdy on the 
liusnology of tvo freshvater fish ponds end has been 
presented in the form of this thesis for the Ph.D. degree 
of Aligaxh HiisXim tJhiversity* Its scope and results 
Can be assessed by going through the following accounts t 
A systematic end detailed account of the physical, 
chenical end biological properties of two f i ^ ponds of 
Aligarhf 
A brief account of the aquatic resources and 
eliiuatology of Aligarh region. Morphology, morphometry, 
thermal regiise end light conditions in the pondsf 
Chenical properties of the ponds with detailed 
account of the dissolved gases, ionic composition, 
dissolved nutrients, electrical conductivity and total 
dissolved solidsI 
m account of the plankton of the ponds, diurnal 
variations in some physical, chemicel and biological 
properties and primary productivity. 
CHAmR I . PHSrsiC^ LIIWLdOY 
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RESOURCE OF I^SQARH MP jIBJOIgM j»KAS 
Aligarh and the adjoining areas &rm richly 
supplied with pondii lakes, mars^ea, rlirors and irrigation 
ehaimels yMch support an •xtenaiva and regular fisheir 
of various kinds. The area i s surrounded by tvo river 
systems of Jaouna and Oenga with their many trilmtariea* 
Rainfall and mountaineous topc^raphy of adjoining region 
of Aligerh controls the water resources of the area. 
A comparatively moderate annual rainfall ranging fToaa 
£60 an. to 1100 mm. i s concentrated in the tsiont^ s of 
July, i ^ u s t and September. Seasonal fluctuations are 
the rule and, as a result of i t , alternating periods of 
flood and drought are of coumon occurrence. Many 
streams flow intermittently, drying up in the summer and 
becoming torrent in rainy season. Streams and irrigation 
channels are the greatest surface water resources and 
with few exceptions drain into the rivers. 
"nie central part of the plain has been crushed 
with regular flooding and huge reservoirs and lakes have 
been formed to regulate stream flow and reduce the 
danger of lives and property. Nau^Jheel, a big lake 
situated in the adjoining District Mathura and Sheikha 
ki Baoli in Aligarh District are two examples which get 
connected with the river Jamuna end with the nullah 
BhelKha during monsoon oionths respoetlveXy. th«so 
lokes ara t^nllov eutrophlo bodies of \mt«r vhleh aire 
frlQg«d hy v«getetlon and havo various a»omt of opan 
vnt^rs* ISiese lakes are formed as a result of the 
ohange In the river basin as their basins closely 
resei&ble to those of the river basins (Siddlqul, 1961)* 
/^rtifielal reservoirs are being eonstrueted ii^ich 
provide nev habitat for aauatie organises and so support 
an extensive fishery of various kinds. Ponds of 
different origin are found throughout the region, f h ^ 
are of temporary or pemanent nature and are formed 
by the obstruction of rainfall drains in porous limestone. 
Mater supply of these ponds i s regulated through rain 
vater, irrigation channels and drainage systems. 
For the present study^ two ponds have been 
selected. Pbnd M3at^  «hieh surrounds a Kaxbata fortress, 
l ies about four cdles to the north-west of the Aligaih 
eity, and Chau Tal, which is situated near ^ e residential 
localities and i s used for bathing and washing purposes. 
Water supply of these two ponds i s regulated through 
drainage system and rain water. Both the ponds are used 
as fish farms by the university and so are anmially 
stocked with the fingerlings of major carps. 
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DESCRIPflQH OF THB POHPS 
Pgggjg^t tho moat i s foxmed around t^o old hlstox-io 
Marhatft fortress vhieh Is loeeted at>oat four sdles ava? 
frois iaigerh oit:r# geological hlttorjr of pond 
ahova that I t In a yaia^ftnt of a lake* It la suggeatad 
that onea I t vas a lake idsleh latar on vaa extended to 
anelrela the fort from al l aides* A part of i t on the 
weatam side Is stlXX Imowi aa Hani Jhaal (Sector *A* in 
Fig» 1 ) . 
I t eovarg a surface area of about 24 acres. 
IXirlng monsoem I t eoirers about 30 acres. Bver^ year i t 
i s f i l led through an inlet on i t s vast side by the 
standing rain vater in the adjoining fields during monsoon 
months. Fig. 1 gives a clear picture of the general 
outline and shape of the Pond Hoat, the inlet , the sampling 
station and other points of inforiziatlon. The Boat i s 
usually £ to 6 f t . deep. The Rani Jhael i s the deepest 
part of the Pond Moat. A pewaanent bloom of ^l-pyocystia 
aeruginosa (Kute.) exists oirar t^e entire surface of the 
water. It i s provided ^ t h a dense vegetation of rooted 
hydrophyte at souse places. Along the southern and 
eastexn borders i t i s sheltered by trees of jgiffitfyifi sa.Mm% 
while other sides are surrounded by an open, sloping, 
grassy pasture land. Filamentous algae are uncoraaon, 
although, ap., m i i m i n i ap. and sP* 
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heve been knovn to occur for e ^ o r t period soon after 
the fi l l ing of the basin. 
CH^ !Eh© pond is located In the resldentlsl area 
of /aiBarh (Fig* 2) , It Is o shallow eutrophic body of 
water with an area of about 2*1 acres* the pond i s 
formed by crushing with the continuous flooding of 
the area. The pond i s normally 6 to 7 f t . deep* During 
monsoon months, after heavy rainfall« It gets connected 
vlth drainage nollahs^ which pour in I t the wnter of the 
locality* It also acts as a drainage basin Into D&lch 
water seeps from the surrounding land* Ihe level to ^ I c h 
I t f i l l s thus depends on the level of the water table and 
Is therefore subject to animal fluctuations* 
Ihe pond Is characterised by a dense vegetation 
of rooted hydrophyte over the entire basin, and by the 
filamentous algae* !{he siost comon filamentous algae are 
the gaflp^i^ya f &pty.9i>yra sp*, 
fflpl^hrly 3p* After monsoons i t Is cultivated with tCyapa 
b^apfnosupi crop, which strongly affects the p r o ^ c t i v l ^ 
of the pond, firing saiomer months most of the plants die 
off and thus provide a rich organic base to the pond* 
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^RPHDMEIKy imp MafiPHOLpGY OF THE POWp^S 
AXl the ponas very greatly In form ana size. 
Hatchlnson (19CT) gave a detailed account of the 
moirphometry and morphology of different waters of 
iUaerlcan and European continents and shoved that the 
various parameters very In Xentle mters of different 
sizes and origin. Hbrle*s (1©66) findings for as many 
as 312 lakes (Japanese) also support the above statement. 
In general, ^ e form of the hosin Is a function of I ts 
origin. Hatchlnson's (1907) classification of the form 
of the shore line In relation to origin and history Is 
very helping to know the morphology of different types of 
lentlc waters. In India Oanapatl (1949), Sreenlvasan 
(1964b) and sreenlvasan ^ jq^. (1964) have 
given an account of lentlc waters of South India, 
no Information Is available on the morphometry and 
morphology of North Indian lentlc waters excepting the 
study of Khan (1907) dealing with few Nbrth Indian fish 
ponds. 
y^TOPPIfPPX 
Methodology of Vielch (1948) was followed In studying 
the morphology and morphometry of the ponds. Plane-table 
method was used In mapping the ponds. Since the water 
surface eleventlon fluctuates at different times, the depth 
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soundings were recorded at the same points at monthly-
Intervals with the help of a weighted graduated rope, 
the surface area covered hy the water was determined 
monthly with ^ e help of a planimeter from the ponds 
maps* 
Maximum length, masdmum effcetlve length« maxlmus 
width and maximum effective width were measured with the 
help of a graduated rope. In the Pond !toat these parameters 
were recorded In Sector (Fig. 1) only, lAere the 
llmnologlcal studies were made. Mean width of the pond 
was determined by dividing the pond area W i t s maximuot 
lengtii^ mean depth by dividing the volume by I ts surface 
areai mean depth • maximum depth relation by dividing 
mean depth by i t s maxlicum depth, and maxlmuoi depth • 
surface relation by dividing the maximum depth by square 
root of i t s surface area. 
t 
I»ength of the shore line was determined directly 
during the field survey. Volume development of the pond 
was computed by using the formula i V.D. b 3 X Mean depth , 
Max. depth 
Development of shore line was determined l?y using the 
formula S.D. « i^ere *S' Is the length of the 
s y - a i ? 
shore line and 'a' Is the area of the pond. Volume of 
the pond was determined directly by multiplying the surface 
area with the mean depth of the pond. 
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BESPLTS MP DISCUSS ION 
HOfiPmLOSY QF THE PQHDSt Both the ponds are px^vlded 
vlth Irregular shore lines heving a central deep area In 
all the regions, ^ e basin is very simplei f la t and 
sloping. Following the Hatehlnson's (l©f7) classification 
of forct of the basin in relation to origin and history 
of the environment, these ponds are placed in the 
Elliptical type of basin. Fluctuations in the form of 
the basin in different regions of the pond Chau Tal are 
very much apparent. It is due to the.deposition of 
sediments by changing the original drainage pattern, pind 
by digging the soil for use in the construction of 
buildings. Wind of high velocity also affects the form 
of the basin and helps in the formation of new shore 
processes (Reld, 1961). 
In summer i^en water level decreases to i t s 
minimum limit, spits are formed In both the ponds 
enclosing an area of water. These spits are formed by 
tile deposition of soil and other particulate matter 
being carried with the long ^ore water currents during 
high velocity of wind. 
Utie composition of the lake bottom.Is also 
important In the study of morphology of ponds and in 
evaluating the biological productivity (Welch, 1962). 
Mwiy factors affect the composition of bottom materlfjl 
and for this reason grest variations exist. Even 
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ndthln the restricted er©a, two ponds differ In bottom 
material algnlflcantly,-
Ohe principal sources of bottom iaetorlals la 
these two ponds are deed planktonlc organisms, both 
orgnnlo and inorganic wind blown laateriais, pond 
sediments ^ i c h are made up of soil ranging from clay 
end s i l t to aand end gravel, chendcal precipitation 
of compounds ineluaing marl, carbonates end silicates 
and organic deposits such as peats and night soil* 
dhemically the marl i s CaCOs, precipitated by algae as 
a result of i^o to synthesis in both the ponds, and 
through seasonal growing of SSMM In 
•a»e shores and deeper regions of the Pond Moat 
are composed of coarse gravel, «»d and fin© materials 
(consisting of deed bodies of planktonlc organisms etc . ) , 
idhlle the Ghaii Tal i s somewhat marsi^ In nature end 
composed of organic detritus and mud with l i t t l e deposition 
of sediments near ^ e :^ores« 'Stx® fa l low region of 
both the ponds mostly consists of sand. Both the ponds 
show clear seasonal variations in the nature of bottom 
material caused \sy fluctuations in lii© level and by the 
introduction of sediments* 
Ihe colour of the bottom materials of both the 
ponds ranges from gray to black In different regions* 
In Chau Tal, during the months of October, 1967, January, 
October, Hovember and December, 1968, the colour of the 
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pond sediments was found to be blackish brovn due to 
presence of humous colloids. IJiese pond sediments 
decompose Into sapropel, a blue black substance 
containing ti^ S and methane during summer months* 
m m m m M J m m m 
po^p the pond Is In the form of a closed channel 
around a i%rhata fortress* fhe rocky^  vails of the 
fortress form the inner periphery of the pond, ii^ille Its 
outer iaargln Is bounded by raised soli platforms. 
These two define tJie limit of the pond expansion in area 
and l^elr height defines the depth and volume which I t 
can attain, tfhe pond has gradually sloping basin, 
mostly f lat and of simple type with a central deep area 
In al l the regions. 
Moridiometrlc measurements of the Fbnd Itoat 
(Sector *A*) are given in Table 1 and 3. Seasonal and 
yearly changes In the morphometry of the ponds were 
strongly marked. 
!Ihe maximum length and maximum effective length 
wore 1066.6 f t . It was extended upto its aiaxlwum limit 
of 1099 f t . in m<msoon months. Mean width of the pond 
was 3 ^ . 3 1 f t . I iiAiereas naximun width and saximum 
effective width were 478.3 f t . 
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Mean depth of the pond varied seasonally from S*0 
to 6.6 f t , !nie maxlimim depth (8«48 f t . ) ves noted In 
OetobeFf 19€»7* rest of the pond was shallow and Its 
depth varied from 3 to 4 f t . tiean depth • ^xisram depth 
ratio varied seasonally from 0-63 (^ijgust, 1968) to 
0.78 (fey, 1968). 
The aaxlumo area of the pond, covered lay water, 
was 1314694.19 sq. f t . in the aionth of October, 1967 
and the fslnimum 1180666.99 sq. f t . in June, 1968. ISie 
area of Sector varied from 349428.85 sq. f t . to 
3 7 1 6 1 7 e q . f t . (Table 1 ) . The maxifflttw depth - surface 
area ratio of Sector 'A* ims found to be 0.009 in the 
roon^ of March, 1968. 
The voluiae of the pond was found to vary between 
7830818.046 cu.ft . and 3642000.9? cu . f t . , the miniimiiQ 
voluae being recorded in Jtme, 1968 and the aaximum in 
October, 1 9 ^ . Table 1 gives a clear idea of decrease 
and increase in volume of water in different mon^s. 
Maximum loss of water (1178200.978 cu. f t . ) was found 
between December, 1967 and January, 1968 end the minimum 
(11318.4 cu. f t . ) between March, 1968 and April, 1968. 
The contribution of water tJirough an inlet in 
Sector (Pig. 1) played an important role in the 
morphometry of the pond as i t contributed about 61.8f 
of the total pond volume during the monsoon of 1964 and 
47.7^ in 1966, while direct precipitation effected only 
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21 Increase in volume In 1964 an<3 19*2^ in 1965 
(Khan, 19e?7). The mnjdmam water gain was recorded 
In October, 1967 vhen heavy rainfall took place. 
Because of the shallounese and f la t sloping 
basin the volume development was some^et higher tSirsn 
tJie normal values, reported by Hutchinson, 19£7 
(Table 1) . 
Ihe length of shore line vas found to vary 
betwen 2493.6 f t . and 2736.1 f t . It attained the 
maxltmiia value In October, 1967 and l^e minimum In 
June, 1968. i^ore line measurement la a valuable 
parameter in calculating the area of the pond and in 
deriving an important index called "Shore line 
development", vhlch i s a Quantitative expression to 
describe the configuration of a shor^ line (field, 1961). 
It also helps In classifying ttie form of the basin 
(Iltatchlnson, 1967). Hie values of the shore line 
development vas from 1.14 to 1.26, aomevhnt high 
because of the f l a t end sloping basin (Held, 1961). 
S S S U t o ' It i s a normally shallow eutrophic body of 
water. T!hQ pond has f l a t sloping basin with a central 
deep area. It covers an area of 2.1 acres. Morjtoometrlc 
measureinents are given in Table 2 and S. 
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The isaxlimim length and maxlisuBi effective 
length reeeorded vere 697*7 ft« Dhe laaxlimim uidl^ 
and maxiimim effective vldth of the pond vere 196 f t « , 
lidille the mean vldth was found to be 169.1 f t . Ttiem 
parameter^ inoreese during monsoon months vhen i t gets 
flooded after hea^ rainfall^ end by connecting with 
the drainage nullahs* 
fhe pond was normally 8 to 9 ft* deep, at sone 
places about 13 ft* deep specially during tbe monsoon 
months* The mean depth and maxltaum depth imrled from 
4*8 to 9*8 ft* and 6*7 to 13.0 ft* respectively in 
different seasons« ^ e maximum depth ms recorded in 
October, 1907 and the minimum in June, 1968 %rhm i t 
dried up considerably due to high air temperature* 
The maximum area covered by water was recorded 
1Q1418.24 sq. ft* In October, 19€?* The volume of the 
pond varied from 460967*11 cu.ft* to 993898.7 cu*ft* 
(Table 2)» Decrease in the volume was noted in 
Kovenber, 1967 which continued up to July, 1968 when 
the monsoon again set in and ^ e volume increased* 
^aln decrease was effected from October, 1968* 
It was noticed tiiat about 30^ of the volume 
increased due to surface preclpltstion and about 70f 
through drainage nullahs during monsoons* The volume 
development varied from 2*01 to 2.46 during different 
months (Table S)* 
. 1 8 • 
Long and irregular sbore line i s the characteristic 
feature of the pona, as I t Increases the productl'vlty 
by increasing the opportunity of close superposition of 
the photo synthetic mne upon deconposltlon gone 
(vjolch, 1962). 
7elues of 12ie shore line development vere also 
found to be higher than the normal values given by 
Hatchinaon (1967) end varied from 1«37 to 1*41 during 
different months (Table 2 ) . 
Flgtire 1. Map of Pona Stoat, ateonlng sit® of 
Gollootliig sample 9« 
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Figure XA» Indigenously made water sampler used 
la the present study. 
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CLIMATOLOGY OF ALIQ/RH 
Xt 10 VGXX Im{>\ia3 that cXlmatie factors such &s wlnS 
velocity, rainfall, tenporeture, pr®8Sttro and huoldlty 
control organic production In lakes and rivers by effecting 
circulation and exchange of essential nutrients (MeComble, 
1963| Hawson, 1068 and Rodhe, 1968) end play very important 
role In the ecology of ponds (Barclay, 1966) • Southern and 
Gardiner (1932), Chandler (1944), Chandler and Vieeks (1946), 
Mortimer (1962), Boy (1966), Chakrabarty ^ (19e9), 
Small (1963), Ray fijt ai.. (1966) and Lang ford and Jermole^ev 
(1966) have reported the role of cllraatlc factors In the 
ecology of aquatic systens* 
rora 
The data on wind velocity, rainfall , pressure and 
humidity for a period of 16 months, frosi October, 1967 to 
Deceisber, 1968 were collected from the Meteorological 
station of the Departtoent of Physics, Allgarh Musllffl 
University, Allgarh. Temperature was recorded by a 
mercury therooffieter gra«!hiated upto 100®C , aaxlinuia 
and ralnlfflujn temperatures vere noted from a maxlmun 
nlnlmum thermometer* 
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Reesonel variations In tempereture, pvessuro, 
htiiotdlt^f ifind m6 rainfall tive g l v ^ In Teble 4 m6 6 
anS iXIustmted in Fig* 3 4* 
^©asonnl chfingos In preasaire as direct bar reading 
In E3!a» are given In Teble 4* It varied from 980#C> (iiigust, 
1968) to 1002.8 mm (I!bV0®b0r, ie€8>t 
Ihe values of dew iiolnt end relative htiiaiditsr rcnged 
between 0#4 to ge#6®C and SOf to 97J? respectively. Dew 
point mtB m@a;l63um In Julyi lOiB end isiniaum In Oeeemberf 
1968 (Fig, 3) . Mgh velties of vand velocity (4 to 16 kia#/hr«) 
«er© recorded dtirlng Sum and In the beginning of ^tilyi 
1068, i^rene lov velues mre noted in the isonthe of 
November, Deeember, 1967, April and Mey, 1968» Sooetic^e 
the wsalJjor wf»s found to be eel© (Teble 4 ) . 
Table 4 end Fig* 3 ehotd the ennuel ri^lnfell* Itie 
laaxisiim ralnfell ma recorded during J^ly and ingust, lOfeS* 
Vhlle i t vea negligible during the rest of the year* Bom 
ralnfell wse always essporlonced during winter* 
Temperpture re^adlnge were teken at a fixed station 
and tliae, as these small bodies of water are liable to 
large diurnal fluotuetlone in tesipereture (ttiltney, 1942)* 
vreekly teaperature reading a were noted at 9.00 
Table a, 6 , and 7 i^ow fluetuations In the air temperature* 
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Mr temperature varied from 13,0 to 34#16^0 over Pond 
Moat end from 14.32 to aS.ST^c over Chau Tal (Tatole 6 
and ?)• Mean monthly ralolcraiB air temperature varied 
from in January, 1968 to 29#0®C. In June, 1968, 
ii^ille aean maxlimm temperature varied frocs iQsO^C In 
JTsnuary, 1968 to 41.3®c In June, 1968 (Table 6>* The 
mlnlrauBi temperature (6»4®c ) was recorded on 16th January, 
1968 and let February, 1968, while the maadnmia (4a*8^C ) 
on 1st of Msy, 1968. Large dlumal variations oeeurred 
In air temperature during different seasons which produce 
diurnal variations In water temperature too* 
m m m m 
Pressure changes regulate the wind velocity and 
direction (Blandford, 1889 and 1896) and Indirectly 
control the supply of nutrients through drainage after 
regulaUng the rainfall (f4ortlnjer, 1941 and caiendler, 
1944). Maxlaum humidity was noted during monsoon months 
(July and August) and again during winter months 
(December end January), when a moderate rainfall was 
experienced (Fig. 3 ) . ®ie atmospheric humidity was lowest 
during October, November, 1967 and summer months* The 
region Is covered with clouds mostly durli^ J^ne, July, 
August and September and occasionally In January and May 
also. The cloud covers Influence the solar radiation, 
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intensity of i^leh depends upon the density of the 
clouds, und thus the primary production In the ponds 
Is Influenced. 
ftlgh wind velocity may cause the wave actions end 
strong currents (Tfutchlnson, 1 9 ^ ) end, as a result of 
i t , the fragmentation of filamentous algae and fragile 
organisms may take place. Microcystis bSZSB5J12SS» a 
colonial form, produces smallor colonies due to wave 
actions as compared with the larger irregular and losely 
constructed colonies. Southern and Gardner (1932) and 
R a g o t ^ e and Bryaon (19§3> have studied the effect of 
vlnd produced waves on the distribution of cladocerans 
in different layers of water* Ihey pointed out that 
cladocera, which are normally most abundant in the upper 
%mter layers, may, as a result of wind action, congregate 
at the lee shore of the lake* £n ponds, investigated 
presently, i t was found that during calm i«eather 
»PPm fflrPJrPPa Sp. and gaplmtft Sp. were abundant 
In the surface waters* 
iaongwlth the distribution of phytoplankton, the 
distribution of chlorophyll i s also effected in different 
layers of water (Small, 1963) by the action of wind* 
Maximum concentration of chlorophyll was found in the 
surface water when ^ e wind velocity was low, otherwise 
i t was more concentrated near the bottom. Xt Is well 
known that main source of nutrients for organic production 
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comes from deeper layers of water* Ihe wind produced 
waves and currents result In convectlve overturns 
(Lefond, 1©&3) and, &s a result, the subsurface weter 
which is normally richer In nutrients, rises and mixes 
with the surf see water. This laixtnig brings In the 
essential nutrients Into euphotlc zone. In this way 
wind produced waves help to ensure the nutrients In 
different layers of water for organic production. It 
also helps In distributing the heat in the ecosystem 
(Blrge, 1916), and brings about hydromechanlcel changes 
(liiatchinson, 1967 and Ruttner, 1968). Changes in 
turbidity and transparency also take place %^ hich directly 
affect the primary production (Itodhe, 1968). 
Ihe maximum depth of the ponds was recorded 
during the monsoons, thereafter gradual f a l l in the 
water level took place. The decrease in depth appears 
to be due to mainly evaporation and partly due to 
seepage • 
The density of plankton population gets affected 
by flooding of the ponds during monsoons as the number 
of the plankton per l i ter of water decreases considerably, 
showing an inverse relationship with the Intensity of 
rainfall. Ihe extent of dilution of plankton is quite 
different in two ponds. This seems to be due to morphometric 
differences. ®ie relative volume of the water retained 
by the two ponds throughout the year, was also different. 
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Due to ttiese fector® the chemical and biological productivity 
In terms of imttiBnts and plankton raspectivoly, ie <|ulte 
dlfrorerit In Pond Ifeat enfl Cheu Tal, th© leter being imch 
productlire than the former. 
Variations In air tamperatur© are affected by 
cold, dry and hot wind waves dtiilng different seasons of 
the year* Uie winter Is usually very cold whereas the 
suaaer Is Quite hot. The ojonths of October, November, 
Harch and April are found to be moderate. ®ie temperature 
changes In winter are Influenced by the rainfall and cold 
westerly wind©, ^ l l e the smamer Is Influenced the dry 
and hot westerly winds* 
(A 
2dao 
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THSEMitL f.mii^ OF ??HE POSPp 
From th© ecological point of vim th© thei-mfil 
pjwpertles of wator bM corresponding relatlonsHlps 
ar© the saost Important factor® In maintaining fitness 
of th@ mter as m eeosysteiQ. CSimiges In temp@r&tare 
govom the water alxlng, twrtmlenc®^ current (Wedaerlmrn, 
3.910, Scfeffliat, 1915, Blrg®, CJIiantfler, 1944, 
IMtehinson, 1 9 ^ j Heia, 1961 ana Battner, 1963) and 
biological influences like the growls, development| 
reproduction and oilier l i f e processes of the Mota# 
Mstrilmtion of gases and nutrients cycle elcmg^tth 
other biogenic processes Is also controlled by tempere^re. 
Main source of heat is solar radiation and the 
energy that distributesheet In the environment i s derived 
from vlnd (Blxge, 1916)* Heat Is talsen up directly 
o through direct absorption by vater and through the 
transfer of heat fro® th© air or from the bottom in the 
ponds* source of Incoming water and the nature of 
drainage pattern also detenslnes ^ e thermal properties 
of water (Held, 1961). Transport of heat i s oost 
effective In the ponds, as the temperature differences 
between surface and bottoai are not found to be great 
(Euttner, 1963). 
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Literature on the thermal properties of freshwater 
eeosysteet i s exhaustive* Recent end important 
contrlbations are those of Conovor (1966, 1961), 
Ifatehlnson (1967), KcComble <1969, 1960), Reia (1961), 
Rodgers and Anderson (1961, 1963), Buttner (1963), 
Anderson (1964), Sarker and Ral (1964), sreenlvasan 
(1964b, 1966), aoiger (1966), Phinney end ?#Ihtlre (1960 , 
B«rcley (1966), Frey (1966), Berst end McCrlniaon (1966) 
and Bee ton (196i7). 
fhe temperature of the air and surface water was 
measured by a mercury thermometer graduated upto 100®c 
at 9.00 A.M. at weekly Intervals between October, 1967 
and December, 1968. In the Ptond Moat the temperature 
was noted at station •s* in Sector 'A* (Fig. 1) whereas 
in Ohau Tal In the middle of the pond. 
Temperature readings at different levels of water 
i . e . surface, mid*surface and bottom were taken in the 
Pond float only wi«i the help of a maximum - mlnliaam 
thermometer following the procedure and precautions 
given by Welch (1948). Annual heat budget, monthly heat 
budget and wind distributed heat or summer heat income 
of the ponds were computed by the following formolae as 
given by Blrge (1916). 
Annual heat budget « 13te(Tm8 - Tm*)| i^ere % Is the mean 
• a^ -
depth, i s th© mean sunmer teaperature ana Ite'" Is 
mdan %dntor temperature* 
Monthly heat budget s Bm - Ba^ ) and 
Wind distributed heat or summer heat Income ts 
«!i®r© Dju Is the mean depth, ®a® Is th© monthly mean 
temperataire, Tm^ Is the minimum winter temperatur® asid 
Is mean suomter temperature* 
Temperature changes la the Pond ffoat and Chau Tel 
are gl^en In Table 6 and 7 and Illustrated In Fig* 4* 
Seesonal temperature changes are found to be large* The 
water temperatures are closely related to air temperatures 
which obviously depend upon the meteorology of the 
region. The air temperature varied from 12*3 to 36* 
over Pbnd Hoat and^l4*0 to 38*0 C at Chau Tal* Th© 
difference betwean surface water temperatures end air 
temperatures of Pond Msiat was found tjpto 7 t h © 
maximum difference being found In the month of May, 1968 
and the minimum In iSugust, 1968* VJiereas In Chau Tel 
the difference wss found In between 0*2 to the 
maximum In Hay, 1968 and the minimum In July, 1968* 
Surface water temperature of the Pond l^ oat e^ nd 
Chau Tal varied between 11*8 to S3*0®C end 11*1 to 31.0®c 
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fespeotlveXy, Ihe maxlsium temperatare was recorded in 
ilugust, 1968 end the minlccmm In January, 1968 In both 
th© ponds. Daring winter the temperature ranged between 
11#0 to vhereaa in summer i t varied froro g6#B to 
31.0®c in both pond8# Itoe temperature of transitory 
periods (September to October and March to April) mTB 
umslly soderate, Ihe temperature at mid-surfaee and 
bottom level in Ibnd Jisat were almost same as noted for 
t^e surface water. 
Table 8 presents the monthly ehanges in the heat 
content of ttie Pond Moat (Sector and Chati Tal 
(Fig. 1 and ^he heat content in different months 
ranged from 8.0 to 93.6 g . c a l . / s q . f t . in Bond Moat and 
0.76 to 178*4 g .ca l . / sQ. f t . in Chau Tal. The maximum 
values were found in the monl^  of October, 1967 and the 
minimum in the month of January, 1968* 
Annual heat budget, the total amount of heat 
that enters the pond between the time of i ts lowest and 
highest heat content, was computed and found to be 
64,20 g . c a l . / s q . f t . in Pond Moat. Maximum value 
(114.90 g . c a l . / s q . f t . ) was noted for Chau Tal, end i t 
appears to be Influenced by i t s depth, llind distributed 
heat or summer heat income ii^ich i s the amount of heat 
necessary to raise i ts water temperature from 4.0^c to 
the maximum summer temperature, was also computed end 
found to be 101,0 g . c a l . / s q . f t . in Rond Mbat and 
183.0 g . c a l . / s q . f t . in Chau Tel. 
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Seasonal loss and gain in heat content shoved 
that maxitmm heat was lost in winter season and the 
isasdisam gain was made in summer and monsoon months* 
Temperature changes in lakes and ponds were as 
a result of addition or loss of heat* Ihe heating and 
cooling of these ponds greatl^r depend upon the air 
temperatures t^ich are regulated W relative humidity, 
idnd, duration of day and cloud covers etc* Radiation 
from the sun and evaporation are the most important 
factors influencing heating and cooling of the ecosystem. 
Therefore, the temperature of the atmosphere could be 
used as a measure of the heat available to the pond. 
However, the assessment of al l the meteorological 
parameters, affecting the atmospheric temperature^ i s 
essential in determining the energy budget of a pond* 
These ponds being very smell in size and shallow 
will quickly change with the ambient conditions end the 
local air mass i s hot affected by the water vhereas t^e 
air temperature in the oceans and the great lakes i s 
controlled by the temperature of surface waters 
(Sverdrup a i . , 1962). Therefore, the surface area 
and volume of the pond are extremely important in 
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determining the local processes of heating end cooling 
(Mdierson, 1964). 
In raost of the months more fltietuatlons mre 
noted In air temperature thi^ n In the surf ace vater 
teiaperature (table 6 and 7) whereas In few monttis a 
reverse condition was noticed* 
A Very significant correlation between the 
iRonthly means of air end water temperatures was found 
for Pond Msat (r s 0,94 and P > 0,001) and for 
Ghau Tal (r « 0,96 and P > 0.001) • The relationship 
was fur&er tested student *t* test and was found to 
be quite significant (Table 33 and Fig. 6 ) . 
Hie thermal regime of the ponds appears to be 
related to the morphometry of the ponds. As the ponds 
are i^allow, fluctuations In the temperature result In 
convection currents, t^lch lead to complete turnover 
(Ruttner, 1968)• Therefore, the homt^enlty of 
temperatures at different levels was observed and no 
thermal stratification was noticed. Berst and 
!lcCrlm9K7n (1966) also reported no thenaal stratification 
In similar bodies of water. 
slnlclng, turnover and complete mixing of 
the water is regulated by tiiermal changes alone and the 
wind force, striking the surface water, appears to 
remain mostly unused (Buttner, 1963). However, the 
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theroaX changes, idongvlth the ^nd action agitato the 
vatar anfi the heat Is transportaa qulckljr to varlotis 
depths In these shaXXov ponds* Such mlxlns of the 
water Is not possible In deep lakes and deeper- central 
basins of lakes i^lle complete olxlns occurs In 
shallow margins of lakes (Anderson, 196^)• 
frequent tslxlng of the water in ttue pond ensures the 
better aeration at depths and continuous replenishment 
of the upper water layers with nutrients which Increase 
the productivity of the ponds (Vaas and Sachlan, 1963 
and Held, 1961). 
Figure 4, Seasonal variations In Mr, Surface water, 
Mid*surfaee water and Bottom water 
teiBperatures* 
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Figure 6* Regression lines indicating direct 
correlation between Air end Surface 
water temperatures. 
mm, 
Amm mm^, m 
Konths 
f " 
I 
I 
Maxiimim 
•n % 
1 
i 
MIniiaam 
(®C) 
October, 1967 18*6 
19€f? 29*3 12.9 
|9«edmber« X9€? 23.4 10.9 
f^dSuaiTf 1968 19,0 6.6 
Fdbni&fsr, 1968 
1968 13.6 
Apfll, 1968 36»9 19.1 
May, 1968 40.9 34.2 
June, 1968 41*3 29.0 
July, 1968 36.1 S6.9 
JtUgUtt, 1968 32.8 26.2 
Sept^Btwr, 1968 38.9 26.1 
October, 1968 34.1 19.6 
!toir«tBl>«r, 1968 30.4 13.9 
Btecoiber, 1968 26«X 8.4 


mmmi m „ pmm 9r m P9m 
r'""-* • ' 'i " f AM. \ 
IITasi* of 1 m I m® i I Boat 
tenths lihB pondl ( f t . ) i (®c ) i (®C ) { Budget i I 1 1 i(g*oal#/ 
I JL 1 1 
October, 1907 Pond Hoat af7*83 11*0 92.60 
Chm f&l 9*80 29*20 11*0 178*40 
Pond Moat 6.10 19*83 11*0 46*00 
Gtim fal 23*43 11*0 W.OO 
IJftQembert 1967 Pond float 4*60 13*60 11*0 11.60 
Che» tal 8*60 15*06 11.0 34.60 
Jatmeir^ r, 1968 Pond Host 3*77 11.80 11*0 3.00 
Chsu lal 11*10 11*0 0*76 
FttbTtt&nr* 1968 Pond m&t 3*61 14*40 11*0 12.30 
~ w Ohmi Tal 6*90 18*06 11*0 7.30 
!«0*eh, 1968 Pond Moat 3*93 M.40 11*0 62.70 
Qxm fal 7 * ^ 22*16 11*0 81.60 
April, 1968 Pond mm 3*93 36*90 11*0 ^ . 6 0 
Chau Tal 6*80 34*30 11*0 90.40 
Me^ r, 1968 Poad rnmt 3*34 28*30 11*0 67.80 
Qxm fal 6*10 ar?*4e 11*0 83.90 
Jtmo, 1968 Pond Hoat 3*00 30*20 11.0 67*60 
G^ au f a 4*80 39*60 11*0 88.80 
SVilf^ 1968 Pond mat 3*130 31*00 11.0 64*00 
Gbau 6*03 30*07 11*0 96.90 
Aigust^ 1968 Pond Ifeat 4*10 33*00 11*0 90.20 
Chan t a 8*40 31.00 l l . O 168*00 
8«pt«aber, 1968 Pond Moat 4*28 29*30 l l .O 78.30 
CIm 8*30 28*40 11.0 163*10 
October, 1968 Pond Moat 4*00 26«a0 11*0 62«(K) 
Ohfffii fal 3*80 23*17 u . o 107*10 lfov«ab«r, 1968 Pond Hoat 3*98 20*30 11.0 37.00 
Chau Tal 8*30 16*70 11.0 33.60 0«e«ab«r, 1968 Pond Moat 3*68 13*10 11.0 7.70 
Chaw Tal ?*60 14*10 11*0 23.60 
j m j & mAt BVmEf t Pond l%»»t S 64«d0 
Ohaai TaX e 114*90 g»0fiX«/8(|.ft« 
somsa HBAf ISCOME i Pond M06t e IQl.OO g.O»I. /»Q.ft . 
Ch«tt TftX « 183*00 g«GfiX*/sq*ft* 
( Dm n H«an Dtpth| n Mean rianthly T«fflp«ratttre find 
tta* « Hin* Winter Ttrap i^-atar* ) 
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u m cpiip^iQg^ m r^mp 
Katursl waters exhibit great aiff©renc©s l » 
degree to ^ i e h sun light can Illuminate thea and vide 
seasonal and diurnal fluctuations ere noted (Bitetiinson, 
19CT). ®ie light fluctuations depend upon many factors 
Buch as intensity of light at surface, angle of contact 
of light at surfaceI difference in latitude, seasonal 
and diurnal differences, and dissolved end suspended 
materials (^Ich , 19S2| HcComMe, 1@£8| «md Batsforth, 
i^mu 
Welch (1962, Hitchlnson (19^) end Hiittner (1963) 
ha*^ given detailed accounts of tiie principles of light 
penetration in water, i t s measurement and i t s effect on 
the ecosystea. Other interesting end useful accounts 
on the light conditions of waters are those of Birge and 
;rud«y (1929), Atkins (1932), Chandler (1944), Jerlov 
(19fcl), Ryther (1966b), Beeton (1968), Stnckland (1968), 
J'itts (1969) , Stephens and Strickland (1962), Bodhe 
(1966) and falling (1966). 
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mmmmx 
frazispQrancy was oeasisred a standard secchl 
disc with a diameter of 20 cm, and divided Into black 
and %ftilte auardrants. Hi© greatest depth at which th© 
aecchl disc irlslhle, was determined* 
DUrMdlty was directly determined Isy a Klett-» 
Sumerson photoelectric colorliseter using f i l t e r I7o«60« 
emetinetlon coefficient ^es determined from the eecchl 
disc readings by using the formula t ; ^©re D i s 
D 
^ e maxitaua depth at which the disc was visible. It was 
also detercdned with a Klett-Saimaerson photoelectsie 
colorl*aeter ttslng the iOLett^ red f i l ter and 4 cm. cel l , 
Riley (1©66) gave the formula t 
K s 0.96 K* * 0,246 
relating extinction coefficient (K), determined 
from secchl disc readings, to the esctlnctlon 
co&mcient obtained of tii© Klett, 
m s m 
Transparency of the water^ turbidity and extinction 
coefficient are given in Tables 9 , 10 and 11 and 
lllnstrated in Fig* 6, Seasonal changes in the transparency 
are quite apparent. In Bond Moat the secchl disc 
measurements ranged from 83,7 to cm,, the saxlKun 
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treneparenoy %ms not©a In Noveiaber, 1967 ^©reas the 
mltilimia In the month af October and Nbvemher^  1968 
(Table 9 end Pig. 6) . Seochl disc reedings In Cheu Tel 
fluctuated between 19.0 to 71.6 cm., the mexlimim being 
obtained In February, 1968 end the ndnlmum In May, 1968 
(table 9 and Ftg, 6) . 
vade seasonal fluetuatlons in the water turbidity 
were observed* In Pond Moat the turbidity varied froia 
2&.3 to 68.6 iC.U., the raaxlmuia In November) 1968 and the 
alnliBam In Jfovember^  190? (table 10). In Chau Tal the 
water was most turbid In Hay« 1968 (90*0 K«1I.) e^d the 
least during Febmxary, 1968 (14.6 K.tJ*). 
Low turbidity In Tal was observed from 
October, 1907 to !4arch, 1968 and, as a result of I t , 
lusturlant growth of vegetation took place. 
Ihe values obtained for extinetlon coefficient by 
the two method® are quite comparable and are given In 
Table 11« ISie mexlisum values for K and K* were noted in 
the months of October and November, 1968 (Pond Moat) 
and May, 1968 (Chau Tal), whereas the mlnlnma values were 
found in November, 1967 (Pond Moat) and February, 1968 
(Chau Tal). 
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The transparency roaaings In both the ponds 
ahowefl seaaonsl fluetuatlong (Table 9 and Fig. ©># 
ffonthly means of transpftrency In both th© ponds were 
found to higher in \d.ntor and low during sunimer 
and monsoon months. The tr^sparoncy of these ponds 
depends upon the turbidity of water® (Cliandler, 1944 
and Hutchinson, uhlch le caused by silting, 
mlcro*organls!Ss and suspended organic matter In the 
waters* 
In order to detenslne the relative effect of 
turbidity and ^lytoplenkton crop on the extinction of 
light, correlation analysis utlllelng a series of 16 
monthly average observations of transparency, turbidity 
and phytoplankton were made* I t was generally found 
that high transparency values are associated with less 
turbid waters (Table 10), \>^ereas low transparency 
value® are obtained In more turbid waters• In Pond J4i>at 
the water became more turbid (fro® July to Kovefisber) 
when the monsoon set In end considerable amount of s i l t 
and organic turbid material was brought In with the 
Inflow of water, ^rtiereas In chau fal the high values of 
turbidity were noticed during Hey, 1968* I t i s 
Initially because of an algal bloom end organic detritus. 
By the end of September monsoons are over, the suspended 
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s i l t and detxlttts settle doim end consectuently the 
turbidity goes dovn. iiloiig%dth i t the transpareiicy 
imereaaes stnd reaches to i t s mexlimm velue ia late 
wintef months* 
A significant inverse relation^ip bet%reen 
transparency and turbidity was noted (Fond Hoat s 
r « -O.se, t e 12»3 and P > 0.00i| Cheu Tal t r » 
-0 .76 , t B 4.20 end P > 0.001). 
I^en high turbidity was observed, as in Chau Tel, 
light was veiy rapidly absorbed and partly scattered 
in the surface waters. Particles, i^et^er inorganic or 
oxganie detritus as well as living plankton, al l reduce 
tjnansparency. The rapid decrease of effective light 
at depths limits the chlorophyll bearing plants to a 
very thin surface stratwra. 13ot only this holds true 
for the phytoplankton but also for the higher aquatic 
plants, «hich during low turbidity and, as a result of 
i t , high transparency grow more rapidly and occupy 
«i« whole pond basin. Iferdrodictyon sp. and sp. 
form a mat at the basin in Chau Tal during high 
transparency periods. 
•ni© relative Importance of the phytoplankton on 
the transparency of tiie water was also investigated. 
Xt can be seen from Fig, 7 and Table 10 that high values 
of transparency coincide with low phytoplankton 
population and vice versa, iigain an inverse relationship 
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betvaen i^ytoplanKton end transparency ma observed 
(Pond Moat i r = -0»8, t a 4*423 end P >0«0Q1| 
Chau Tel t r = -O.SSS, t » 9 ,3 and P > O.OOl). 
In both the ponds, decrease In the amount of 
ox3^en produced during photosynthesis ms noted ulth 
the Increasing depth, as i t reflects the rapid reduction 
in light intensity* One of the oiost complex studies 
on ^ e effect of light transparency on photosynthetlc 
acUvlty is that of Jenkln (1037), liiorking with diatom 
axmMSUfl ' rising the oxygen bottle 
technique I t was demonstrated that oxygen production 
during photoeynthesis increased linearly with light 
intensity. 
Ihe average percentage of surface light at secchi 
disc depth has been found to be different in different 
environments by various workers. Poole and Atkins (1©29) 
reported 13.8^ from the English Channel and Clarke (1941) 
gave a value of 16.2^ from the Atlantic Ocean* Qiandler 
(1944) found a variation of 38 to in Iiake Erie while 
Beeton (19f8) reported 14*75^ in Lake Huron* Recently 
Korden (1968) has found 88*15? in the harbour region end 
le.ajl at a distance of 6 miles from the harbour in Lake 
Michigan* 
Secchi disc readings have usually been converted 
into the depth at Mch \f l lghtwas present* Strickland 
(1968) found i t to be 2*6 tiraes of the secchi disc 
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d©pth» Riley (1©41) gav« o conversion factor of 3 for 
th© AtlsiHtlc Oceon, Hellckl (1968) reported 4*3 for 
th© Lake Erie, \jhlle Horaen (1968) found factor of 3»1 
and 2.1 in different regions of L g ^ !€ehlgen* 
Supposing a factor of for the present ponds 
the euidtotic depth ranged from 84.26 to 140,74 cm. 
In Pond tfeat ©nd 47.60 to 17©.ao cm. in Chaia Tel In 
different months of the year. This Indicates that the 
production Is only limited to ® norrow upper belt of 
water, tijhlle the rest of the depth Is consuming end 
unproductive. 
Poole and iitklns (1929) have postulated that the 
extinction of surface radiation i^lth depth follot^ed the 
exponential relationship t 
-Kd 
Id = lo® I 
in vhich K is the extlmtlon coefficient| lo t^e 
surface Intensity and Xd the Intensity of light at 
depth 'd*. From laiie ecjuatlon the light Intensity at 
secchi disc depth can he computed* By taking the 
monthly average surface light intensity from Hutchinson'i 
(1967) data at 30® latitude the light intensity at 
0.19 meters in May, 1968 in the pond Oiau tal comes to 
46.9 g .cal .ca. -2 ^jgy-l surface Illumination) 
and in February, 1968 at 0.718 meters i t comes to about 
8 .6 g.cal.cm."2 ,51^-1 (g^g^ ^^ surface Illumination). 
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In Pond tlie percentage of light at seeehi disc 
should range from 3.Of In the month of Pebraary, 1968 
to 4.8?: In the month of October, 1968. 
Although the exact amount of light available at 
secehl disc readings Is not accurately Imovn, yet i t 
can be assiumed that the light available at the aecchl 
dl8C readings throughout t^e vhole year was never a 
llisltlng factor as the coapensatlon Intensity for 
Chlorellfl spp* (Bablnovlteh^ 1961) has been reported to 
be 2.0160 g.cal./cm^®/day and for W m U l P M 
3.126 g.cal./cm. Vday Uenkln, 1937). 
!£hese pondSf lllbie other drainage ponds, are 
usually low In transparency (Hutchinson, 1967). This 
appears to be due to high turbidity, affected by 
inflow of water during monsoon months and due to dense 
population of plankton during the winter and premonsoon 
months. 
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Pond Kbat 0*031 0.068 
Otiiu Tal 0,000 0.038 
Hovdsibdr, 1&67 SPiona mat 0*030 0.00. 
ChBU Tal 0.024 0.030 
fiteemtier, X9e7 Pond VbRt 0.036 0.0?2 
Chaa fe l 0.026 0.038 
Jfiimaryi X@68 Pond Moat 0.030 0.069 
C^ mi fal 0.02f7 0.036 
Ftferaersff 1968 Pond mBt 0 . 0 ^ 
C3iaii f « l 0 . 0 ^ 0.029 
Maroh, 3.968 Pon4 ti^Bt 0.033 0.071 
Gheu Tal 0.026 0.030 
April* 1068 Pond Itoat 0.036 0.079 
Oiatt Tal 0.083 0.042 
Hay, 1068 Pond Hoat 0.031 0.066 
Tal 0.039 0.180 
Jtint, 1968 Pond ^ a t 0.036 0.078 
G^ an Tal 0.070 0.060 
July, 1968 Pond Moat 0.038 0.082 
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October, 1968 Pond Moat 0.060 0.110 
Qiaa Tal 0.029 0.049 
Hovcmtmr, 1968 Pond Moat 0.060 0.110 
Chtttt TAI 0.028 0.044 
D«ctmb«r, 1968 Pond Moat 0.043 0.089 
Chiu Tal 0.047 0.062 
CHAPTER I I - CHEMICi^ l. LIWLOQf 
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Oxj^en l8 om of the niost significant chemical 
substances, i^lch plays an important role In regulating 
metabollo processes of organ!ems inhabiting the 
ecosystem* It i s obtained directly from the atmos^tere 
through direct diffusion or through various forms of 
surface water agitations, and from photos^nathesis of 
green plants at by-product. It reduces during 
respiration of biota, decomposition of organic matter, 
and fjpom automatic release from the surface water due 
to onconing of susrater temperatures (ifelch, 1962) • 
Water samples for the study of dissolved oscygen 
were collected over a period of 16 months, from October, 
1967 to December, 1968 at surface, mid-surface and 
bottom from the Pond Moat. Samples from various depths 
were talcen by a locally made sampler (Fig. 1A)» Tim 
water was later on siphoned into 260 ml. bottles. In 
Chau Tal the water samples were collected only from the 
surface directly with the sampling bottles. Sampling 
was done at weekly intervals exactly at 9.00 A.M. 
1 
/Snalysis of the samples^for dissolved ojcygen 
determinations were made at the site of collection by 
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Winkler's modified technique i f m H a m Public Health 
Atsoolatlon, 1960). Dapllcete samples v©r© talsen for 
each analysis. 
ffoan ninthly dissolved osQiien contents of surface 
vater varied from 7 .2 to 14.8 p.p.m. in Pond ffeat and 
from 0.07 to 11.2 p.p.m. In Chau Tal (Table l a , Fig. 8 ) . 
The maxlffioo concentration (16.3 mg. / l . ) in Pond Moat 
vas recorded In December, 1968, while in Oiau Tel during 
June, 1968 (16.4 p.p.m.). The minimum dissolved oxygen 
content (4.6 p.p.m.) In surface waters of Pond float was 
noted in August, 1968 and 0 .0 p.p.®. In Chau Tel during 
December, 1968 (Table 12). 
She percentage saturations ©f dissolved oieygen 
were found to vary from 83.9^ (February, 1968) to 180.0^ 
(April, 1968) in Pond tloat, and from 0.75^ (December, 
1968) to 147.7^ (June, 1968) in Chau Tal (Fig. 9 ) . 
Seasonal changes in C a^u Tal were much mora pronounced 
then in the Pond fbat. 
In Pond monthly mean dissolved osgrgen 
contents at mid-surface ranged between £.2 to 8.9 p.p.m. 
(Table 18, Fig. 8 ) . The maadffium value was recorded in 
October, 1968 (11.3 p.p.®.) and the minimum in Aigust, 
1968 (2.6 p.p.ffi,). !lhe percentage saturation of oxygen 
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at iaid-«urfec© was found to vary from if^mlf (January, 
1968) to 110Afj (April, 19C8) eng. 9), 
At the bottom level the mean monthly dlssolve<3 
oxygen concentrations varied from 4.1 to 8»2 p.p.®. 
(Tahle 12, Fig. 8) with corresponding chengos tn ostygen 
setaration from 62.1J? (Jiane, 1068) to lOO.S^ (Aprils 
ie68>. 1!he minlimia concentration was observed In January, 
1©68 tb& lasxlsaia (0*1 p^p^m*) in 
1968 (Table 12). 
B S s m a B 
surface layer Is always In contact with the unlimited 
supply of oxygen. It was observed that surface absorption 
of the atmospheric oxygen was mainly due to wave actions of 
water and l i t t l e through direct diffusion tidilch was affected 
by lowering end Increasing water temperatures of the ponds. 
During undisturbed conditions (Uoveaber, 1067) only a 
thin layer at gurface becomes saturated with the oxygen as 
only molecular diffusion process operates (Ftotchlnson, 
1067). 
the pond Chau Tal was provided with a dense growth 
of aquatic plants, specially l^^arod^ctypfi sp., through 
out the year and so large q ^ t l t l e s of oxygen were 
produced by photosynthesis as by-product. Hutchinson 
(1967) also recorded that a dense population of 
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Hydrodlctyofi sp, ralaod the oxygen concentrwtlon In o 
lake (18.7 p.p.m. end 2 4 8 . e e t u r s t l o n st 16«00 hrs . ) . 
But in Chew Tel the oxygen appeers to he consumed by 
decomposing organic matter, leaving very l i t t l e for us© 
In respiration end consequently low oxygen etwicentratlons 
were recorded. In Chau Tal, the cultivation of yyppfi 
blapinofium la done from September to I^veesber and, therefore, 
during this period as t^Il as afterwards very low oxygen 
coneentrationa mre effected* Ihe low concentration of 
oxygen was not due to marked biochemical effects, bat 
duo to covering of i i^le pond with trfipa bigpinfiptu,^  leaves, 
t^ hleh affected light penetration and, therefore, the 
photosynthesis was inhibited even during the day time* 
In surface waters, as in most productive lakes and 
ponds, photosynthetic activity results In supersaturation 
of oxygen, the Pond f4)at wag generally found saturated 
with o^Q^en through out the year excepting winter months 
iii^ en the water was found undersaturated* Ihe 
super saturation of oxygen in Pond Hoat was observed 
because of large number of i:3iytoplankton population end 
l ittoral flora (mostly Chaya sp.) . The Chau Tal was 
mostly found undersaturated. The undersatxiratlon seems 
to be mainly due to cultivation of Tr^pa crop and partly 
due to decomposition of organic matter* 
Daring monsoon months oxygen concentration fa l l s 
do\m because of Inflow of turbid drainage water which 
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dilutes the pond water end Increases turbidity, ^ d , 
as a re^Xt of i t , light penetration Is reduced end 
consequently the prlaary production i s effected, Hie 
lower values of ojcygen concentration in liie ponds can 
also be attributed partly ^ to low phytoplankton 
poptilation (Fig, 10) and partly to Increase in pond 
respiration caused by organic aatter accompanying the 
drainage water, ilfter winter months the oxygen 
concentration of the water In Pond t-feat increased and 
reached to i t s msximm in April % e^n there was a bloom 
of phytoplankton (Fig. 10). 
In both the ponds surface changes In dissolved 
oxygen concentrations were found to be directly related 
with the changes In jdiytoplankton number (Table 13). 
fhe significant correlation between these two variables 
(r a 0.93, t « 8.9 end P 0.001 for Chau Tali and r « 
0.66, t a 2.912 and P 0.02 for Pond Moat) put the 
biota into completely oxygenated shallow tropical bodies 
of water (Hutchinson, 19CT). This was also confirmed 
by drawing the regression coefficient line (Fig. 11) . 
The regression equation i s « 
Y e 0,96604 -»• 0.0032 x | 
^ e r e If i s the dissolved oxygen concentration in ' 
og.A* and X i s the phytoplankton number/ml. 
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CHAWSB8 Ig DISSOLVED pXTOEfT CQKCENTR/ITIOK 
AT DZFFERmT DEPTHS 
Tne Bona ttoat ms found completely ©erated at all 
the levels. Th© lower level of the pond hps, as a rule, 
lesser concentration of oxygen than the upper layers. It 
ms due to high photo synthetic activity In the upper 
layers. 
High concentrations of dissolved oxygen la surface 
vaters and low in the tnid-sarface and bottom waters 
are the Indicntlon of trophogenic activity in tho surface 
waters and tropholytlc activity in the bottom layers. 
Chalupa and Cervenka (1918) concludes ^ a t such fluctuation 
in oxygen concentration has i t s origin in Mologicel 
processes end i s an Indication of eutrophy of waters, 
this type of vertical distribution of oxygen was named 
"Clincgrade type" by Biatchinson (1957) • Thienemann (1926) 
has also shown that i t la due to high productivity of 
the ponds, which supplies enough organic matter to decompose 
in the depth, end due to shallowness of the ponds in 
ii^ iich the organic natter takes less time to reach in the 
lover tropholytlc eone. 
It was also noticed (Table la) that during November, 
1667, February and July, 1068 the Pond Moat exhibited 
almost a uniform distribution of oxygen contents at 
different depths, which was due to continuous circulation 
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of mter effected by wind. 
oxygen deficit In the bottom waters tok© 
plac© due to osddBtlon of opgaixlc laattey, that eatare 
Into the pond in suspension during monsoon months, end 
as a by-product during lAiotosynthetic activity. 
Loss of oxygen also takes place through mimlSf 
plants and bacterial respiration during day end night. 
It ^es found In the present study that major lose of 
oxygen took place at botton due to bacterial respiration 
during the decomposition of sedimentary organic isatter* 
Loss in oxygen occurs mostly during stable conditions 
of water. I&irlng winter months the currents, caused by 
wind, were found to be helpful In raising oxygen content 
near the inad-water Interface. IXirlng low concentration 
of oxygen the Chlronosdd larvae, tolerent of low 
concentration of oxygen, tend to becotne larger In number 
In the bottoft mud, Brundln (1961) also found these 
larvae to accumulate In the bottom aud during anaerobic 
conditions. 
Slight supersaturetlon of oxygen was noted during 
March, April pnd from October to December, 1968 In the 
surface waters ^ I c h appear to be due to heating by solar 
radiation (toshliaura, 1938). The water of the aid-surface 
was ftlwnys found under saturated except during April, 
Beptetaber and October, 1968. The bottom water was found 
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satttrated only during April, 1968 (Table IS and Fig. 9 ) . 
In the ease of Chau Tal the vater was always found 
tmd©rsaturat«d oxcopt during May and June, X©68 
lusmrtant growth of algae was recorded (Tahl© 13 end 
Fig, ©). 
%© p^reentag© saturations of dissolved oxygen 
In the ponds wer« higher than those reported for bigger 
eutrophic temperate waters (Hutchinson, 19£7) end 
this shows that shallow tropical waters are always more 
productive than the deeper and larger waters. 
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Cartxm dioxide in aquatic system Is found in two 
fo«Bs l*e. In free state (gas form) and in combination 
with other substances (HatcMnson, in free state 
i t i s derived pertly from the atiaoaphere and partly as 
a product of respiration by aquatic organisms* Carbon 
dioxide in combination with other substances i s found 
mainly in tvo forms i»e. as carbonates, on combining 
directly with «ie bases of calcium and magnesium (fixed 
carbon dioxide), and as biearbonates, on combining 
Indirectly with normal carbonates (half bound carbon 
dioxide)• Dhe solubility of free carbon dioxide varies 
inversely with temperature and I t i s much more soluble 
than oxygen« The presence of excess bases In the water 
serves to buffer the water against greet changes in 
pH by the addition of bases or acids. Ohle (1962) 
studied the carbon dioxide system of the laKe and 
showed i t s great importance in determining the extent 
of photosynthetic activity at different depths, 
msipppmi 
Water samples for the analysis of free carbon 
dloxidey carbonates, bicarbonates and pH were collected 
from surface, mid-surface and bottom with the help of a 
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locally mafi© sampler (Fig. lA) between OctobeJ, 1907 
to BeoeQber, 1968• Fron Chau Ted only suifaee samples 
were analysed* Free carbon dioxide was determined by 
titrating 100 ®1. semple with R/44 HaOH using 
phenolphthaleln as Indicator. Carbonates and blcarbonates 
were estimated ty titrating 100 ml. saiaple 0.026 H 
sulphnric acid solution using phenolphthalein and methyl 
orange as indicators (ilmerioan Pttblic Health .Association, 
1960). pH was determined with the help of ® Marconi's 
portable pR meter. 
s m m 
Free carbon dioxide was found to be absent in el l 
the samples collected from Pond Moat during different 
months of the year. In Chau l a l , carbon dioxide was 
found to be present In l^e last week of May, 1968 and 
fron July to December, 1968. It varied fro® 2 to 23 p.p.m., 
the aiaxlBium concentration was noticed in late November, 
• * 
1968 and the toinlmam in early /August, 1968 (Table 15 end 
Fig. 8 ) . 
Since free carbon dioxide was absent in Pond Moat 
in all the samples analysed, carbonates were always 
recorded In appreciable quantities at all the depth levels. 
The mean monthly carbonate values in surface waters of 
l^e Pond Moat varied from 12.3 p.p.m. in August, 1968 to 
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61.6 p.p.ta. In May^  1968, while et mid^surfaee and at 
bottom varied from 9«6 p.p.ci. to 63.0 p.p.m. and 9 .0 to 
48.6 p.p.®. respacttvely (Table 14 and Pig. 8>. Bie 
loimst value vaa recorded In August, 1968 and the highest 
during April, 1968. The seasonal trend of changes In 
the carbonate concentrations at different depths was 
almost the same (Table 14 and Fig. 8 ) . In Chau Tal the 
carbonate m& detected only from October, 1967 to July, 
1968 (Table 16 and Fig. 8) end vas found to be absent 
from August, 1968 to December, 1968. The ftean monthly 
values of carbonate in Chau Tal varied from 10.0 to 
60.6 p.p.B)., the highest values were recorded in June, 
1968 and the lowest in October, 1967 (Table 16 and 
Fig. 8 ) . 
laie bicarbonate concentrations in Pond Moat 
varied from 96.0 to 364.0 p.p.m. !Bie highest value 
was recorded in October, 1968 and the lowest in libvember, 
1967. ^ e mean monthly values recorded at mid-surface 
and bottom were found to vary from 118.3 to 293.7 p.p.m. 
and from 123.6 to 297.6 p.p.m. respectively (Table 14 
and Fig. 8 ) . In Chau Tal the mean bicarbonate .alkalinity 
varied from 82.0 to 660.6 p.p.m., the highest In June, 
1968 and the lowest In October, 1967. It increased 
considerably In the month of May and June, 1968 (Table 16 
and Fig. 8 ) . 
The pH of the swrface wat«r» in the Pond Moat 
varied from 8.9 to 9.8 in different months. The highest 
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value (9,0) was recorded In the month of April, 1968 
end the lowest (8.8) in the month of Decomber^  1967. 
tJh© aiaplltude of variation was Ihe pH values of 
the nsid»surff)ee end bottom varied from 8«8 to @»7 and 
8.7 to 9 .6 respectively diirli^ different months of the 
yeer (Table 14 end Fig. 8 ) . The pH of the bottom waters 
w s always found to be lower then that of the surface 
waters. 
In Cheu Tal the mean pH values were found to 
fluctuate from 8.4 to 9 .8 in different inonths. The 
range of variation (1.7) was found to be higher in 
Chau Tal than in the Pond Hsat. The maxlimBi values 
were recorded durli]^ March ^  Mny and Junei 1968 and 
the mlnltnura values in December, 1968 (Table 16 and 
Pig. 8 ) . 
Free carbon dioxide was never detected in 
Pond It appears that the envlromaent never gets 
disturbed and the photosynthesis WBS also never 
inhibited. Khan and Oayyuo (1966b) have reported the 
occurrence of free carbon dloadd© in surface water of 
Pond Hbat and have correlated i t v/ith distur:bed 
condition of the pond, to (^au Tel free carbon dioxide 
found to be present in surface waters in the 
last week of Kay and from mid July to December, 1968. 
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During this period the pond appears to b® In a disturbed 
condition and the carbon dioxide In the surface waters 
was not completely utilized, Indicating the Inhibition of 
photosynthesis* the Inhibition of photosynthesis wes 
censed by s l i t and organic matter eccompanled ult^ dralnege 
weter during the monsoon laonths (Jtme to September)* 
fhe s i l t Increases the turbidity \hlQh. reduces light 
penetration and the decomposing organic metter disturbs 
the normal oxygen s carbon dioxide exchange in the 
environsient (Oduni and Ho skin, 1968). Ihe cloud covers 
during BJonsoon caontha cause poor light conditions (Odum 
and vaison, 1962 end Verduln, 1962) and consequently the 
photosynthesis Is Inhibited* The appearance of fr<i^ 
carbon diosclde fro® October, 1968 onward appears to be 
due to cultivation of .Trapn crop. From the f irst week 
of Octobeip t i l l December the pond was alisost covered with 
yrppp leaves and, therefore, the light penetration vas 
inhibited and consequently the photosynthesis was also 
Inhibited, and the carbon dioxide produced during 
respiration and by decoeiposltlon of organic matter vas 
never f ^ I y utilized. 
HUssalny (196?) reported the occurrence of free 
carbon dioxide In Vlhar lake and has attributed I t to 
lack of adequate phytoplankton population and nutrients. 
Occurrence of free carbon dioxide has also been reported 
by IJpadhayaya Cl964a) In many ponds of Uttar Pradesh. 
- e s -
On several occasions during the period of high 
concentration of carbon dioxide In pona Cheu Tal, a 
large number of deed fishes (Bs^Ms SMSIB* ^ntup 
vlt,tp^s etc.) were found on the surface of the water* 
Powers (1938) also reported several Instances of fish 
\ 
mortality caused by high concentration of carbon dioxide 
In X a ^ water. 
•Uie fluctuetlons in the carbonr»te alkalinity 
were naalnly due to photosynthetlc activity of the algae 
and green aquatic plants Inhabiting the ecosystem. 
Daring photosynthesis blca^bonates are broken and 
carbonates are released. Ihus^ i t Is obvious tdiat the 
changes In the p)^toplanKton number nmst be directly 
related to the changes In carbonate concentrations. 
However, in the present study, no significant direct 
relationship was obtained between carbonate and 
phytoplankton population because of the presence of a 
large number of green aepatlc plants in the ponds. I t 
may also be due to supersaturptlon of these waters with 
calcluffi carbonate (only In Pond ^bat) as has also been 
reported by Ohle (1934) in the lakes. 
In both the ponds carbonate alkalinity increased 
end decreased alongwlt^ the pH of the wster, being 
highest when photosynthesis mn tsost pfonoimced and 
lowest when the i^otosynthetic process wss less active 
(Table 14 and 15). 
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Ihe absence of free cartoon dioxide and tiio presenee 
of half bound carbon dloxldo (blcarbonetes) In th# ?ond 
Mofit Indicfit® that th« phytoplankton and th© green ©ciuatic 
plants tttlllge a significant msount of the hnlf bound 
carbon dioxide (blcarbonatos) during photosynthetle 
activity, this Is fwrther supported by the presence of 
high VBlum of bound carbon dioxide (carbonates) and 
dissolved oxygen resulting from photogynthesla. 
bicarbonate content of the bottom was always found to be 
higher then that of the surface and tald surface. 
In Cheu Tal, due to excessive presence of carbon 
dlo3ddo, el l the carbonates were converted Into blcarbonates, 
resulting In the removal of carbonates from the pond 
during the period when carbon dlo3dde was present* Bicarbonate 
alkalinity In Chau Tal was considerably higher during 
April, flay jsnd ^une^ because of the rapid conversion of 
carbonates Into blcarbonetes. Btatchlnson ( 1 9 ^ ) , 
Sreenlvasan et al« (1964) and Qaufln and McDonald (1965) 
have reported high concentrations of bicarbonate and have 
attributed I t to the formation of Amonlum bicarbonate 
at the mud<-water Interface* The supersaturatlon of 
blcarbonates was also noticed by Buttner (i960) In many 
lakes and streams* 
XJurli^  March, il&y and June more blcarbonates were 
brolcen Into carbonates during photosynthesis, resulting 
In the Increase of pH of the water. 

Due to shallownoss of the Pond Mset, the differences 
In pR et different depths ( I . e . surface, aid-surfsee and 
bottom} are not appreolabXe« Ihe data on pH value 
obtained during the present Investigations, indiented 
that there was elvays unstable pH strf^tlflcatlon from 
surface to bottom* pH values vere always found to be 
greater than 8»1, Indicating the domination of photosynthetlc 
activity on the respiratory activity of the biota (Atkins 
end Harris, 1624)• 
The decrease in pH values during different months 
(Table 14 and 16) was probably due to release of anaerobic 
water, effected by the decomposition of concentris^ted 
organic matter and the respiration of biota, while increase 
in pH values was mainly due to rise In carbonate alkalinity, 
resulting from ptootosynthetic activity of the phytoplaenkton 
and other green aquatic plants. 
Vertical observations in the Pond Moat (Table 14 
and Fig* 8) showed that pH end carbonate values decrease 
as the depth Increases, while bicarbonate concentration 
increases with the depth. 
Figure 8. Seasonal variations in dissolved oxygen, 
carbon dioxide, carbonates, biearbonates 
and hydrogen ion concentration* 
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concentration. 
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jCONIC COMPOplTIQH OF IHS PQHDS 
Bio Ionic oomposlUon of water playe e very Important 
rolo In the metabolism of various groups of aquatic oisanlsms 
and has been regarded as an index of productivity (tfeyle, 
1949 and Korthcote and Larkln, 1966)• Investigations on the 
Ionic composition end their requlreraent of e<|U0tlc organisms 
as limiting growth factor In laboratory cultures and in 
natural waters have been made by Clarke (1924), Ohle (19S8 
and 1956), Om (1942)» Rodhe (1948), Fish (I9fe£), Lund 
and Tailing (1967), Jimon (19r8), HRcFhee (1961), Tailing 
(1961), Nlcholos (1963), Bayly and Williams (1964, I966e 
end 1966b), Goldman (1966), Hiarrls (1967) and Tureklan ^ 
(1967). 
Little Information Is available on ^ e Ionic 
composition of Indian freshwaters# Upadhayaya (1966, 1963, 
1964a and 1964b) has reported the concentration of few 
Ions in some inland waters of Utter Pradesh while Khan end 
Qayyum (1966a) have studied the ionic composition of 
6 flifli ponds of iaigerh. 
The present study reports the concentrations of 
eight Ions namely Wa, K, Cn, S04, COgsnd HCO^  In two 
fish ponds of Aligarh. 
- e? -
mHoppMY 
Water samples were collected et veekly intervals 
from the surface imters for the chemical analysis of 
Idles© ions over a period of 16 months from October, 1967 
to December, 1968. Chemical analysis was made as soon 
as possible after transporting the samples to the lal^ratory* 
Ifa, Ca end K ions were estimated by using a Flame 
Photometer. Chloride was estimated by titrating directly 
with standard silver nitrate solution using potassium 
chromate as indicator* sulphate was determined turbidlmet* 
rically using amyl alchohol conditioning reagent and 
barium chloride (Chaudhurl gi,. , 1962). 
s m s 
Seasonal changes in the contents of Ca, Ha and 
K among the cations and CI, SO4, COg and HCOg among the 
anions are given in Table 16* 
C^CIUMt the calcium contents of the Pond f49at varied 
from a minimum of 7 .0 p.p.m. (June, 1968) to a maximum 
of 86.0 p.p.m. (February, 1968). Calcium contents were 
generally found to be higher during the post monsoon 
months »nd low in premonsoon loonldis* In Chau Tel, the 
range of variation was found to be 60.6 p.p.m., the highest 
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value (79,0 p.p.m.) was estimated In the month of 
Jantxary, 1968 anfl the loirest (1S.4 p.p.mO In the month 
of July, 1968 (Table 16)• Same sessonnl trend In the 
amount of celelun^ as noted In Pond ^bfit, was also 
obsorved in Cbau Tal* 
ilSS^SlSB* Magnesium concentrations In Pond Moat varied 
from 11*0 to the highest concentration was 
recorded In ndvefflber, 1967 and the lowest in June, 1968 
(Table 16). In Chau Tal It was found to vary froo ©tO p,p#in. 
(April, 1668) to 21*0 p.p.m. (January, 1968). 
.ggyOSSM' Sodium contents of the Pond Moat end Cheu Tel 
ranged between 39.00 p.p.m. (January, 1968 to 63.00 p.p.m. 
(Hovember, 1968) and 63.0 p.p.m. (December, 1968) to 
69.0 p.p.m. (February, 1968) respectively (Table 16). 
PpTAS^ ffljWt Potassium contents of the Pond ftoat ranged 
from 11.2 to 28*0 p.p.m., the maxlBum concentration was 
recorded in June, 1968 end the lowest in March, 1968. 
In Chau Tal the potassium concentration varied between 
18.1 to 49.00 p.p.m. (Table 16). 
PPLORIPJ;! Ihe chloride contents of the Pond noat varied 
from a minimum of IS.O p.p.m. to a maximum of 36.6 p.p.m. 
The maximum value was recorded during June, 1968 and the 
minimum in the month of January, 1968. m Chau Tal I t 
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ranged between 16.6 to 148.8 p«p*m. (TebXe 16)• 
SgLFjHATBt Sttlphfite Ion coneentrfttlons in the Pond ^oot 
ranged from 12A to 24.S p.p.m. In CIseu Tel, the 
concentrations of suli^ete Ion %iere foimd in hetmen 
19.6 to 36.6 p.p.m. (Teble 16). 
Ionic composition of water plays e very Importont 
role In the ecology of freshwater organisms, particularly 
of phytoplankton population as has recently been empheslsed 
t^ Lund (1966). Ionic composition of the ponds i s 
apparently dependent upon e reletlvely unmodified supply 
of ions from rain water. 
Calcium Is one of the essential nutrients, found 
In natural waters, for Increasing biological productivity 
(Ohle, 1938). It occurs mostly In combln/itlon ^ t h 
carbonates and sometime idth chloride, sl l lcete end 
sulphate. Its formation as calcium carbonate depends 
upon the loss of CO2 from the pond. Chare sp. and 
CladophorB sp., the hydrophytes, %rtilch were found in 
abundance In Chau Tal, and sometimes in Pond Moat, were 
always found rich In calcium content and occurred in the 
lime ball littering the pond bottom. 
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C«Xciu!3 concentrations of the i^&t mre olnmys 
found higher than those of Chau Tal* tfui calclym contents 
of both the ponds appear to t>@ of terreaterioX origin, 
being arrived by «oatherl.i^ of calcorious amterial, end 
eepenfi upon th© nature of eetctesfit c»rea# voter of 
^ e s e jjondfi can be said to be "poor" during lley to August 
(Pond Moat), "Qooa" aurii^ # r i l and December, 1968 
fteet) end fro® April to December, 1968 {<3tett f a l ) , and 
"Very Good to Klch" during October, 1967 to fferch, l^m 
(Pond ^bet end Clieu Tel), classified according to 
celclum contents of mtere (Judey ^ ;|1#, 1©S8| Ohle, 
end tJpedhisynye, Oiacko end Canspett (X940) hs^e 
stated thst a mlnicajm of 660.00 p,p.ia# of Celcltt© le 
essential for "Iteelly Oood production**. ^ount of 
celciua appears to be too high as the concentretlons of 
celciua in bot^ the ponds Investigated here i«ere never 
found ©ore then 79#0 p.p.m. 1i!he celcluai velues reported 
by Upedheyayft (IQCfi) are el»o coapareble to the preeent 
findings. 
«ie high values of calcium from October, lOe? to 
Harch, 1968 eppesr to be due to evaporation of veter, 
resulting in the concentration of icna per l i ter of neter. 
Celcium has been reported as en essential 
micronutrient for the green alge, ohliypia. 
*^ere«8 a macronutrient for the biue»green alga, .^ fs^wene 
f^yl^Pf^y^ft (Coldmisn, 1066). Eoth^^ssasgssggfi spp. 
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an^ f^ abftei^ f^  spp*« elgad ero found In abundance in Pond 
ttoBt and Oim Tel <Tabl« S3 and It Indicates l^st 
ceJ.eium V S L S never a limiting factor for the production 
of phytopXimkton* VolXenwelder (1960) also has 
detaofistr-ated that a number of diatoms grow best vlth 
high eaXcluffl content* 
Magnesium, ^ i c h Is en important eoiaponent of the 
chlorophyll ooleculo^ was found in very high quantities 
in both the ponds in combination %7lth carbonates and 
bicazbonates and sometimes vith sulj^ates and chlorides* 
S I present study ratio of calciu® and 
magnesium varied in different months from 0,46 (May, 1668) 
to a .9 p,p»m, (December, 1967) in Pond i-foat and from 
1.13 (Mgust, 1 9 ^ ) to 3.7 p«p.m» (January, 1968) in Chau 
fal (fable 17). tThe quantities of these ions depend on 
the quantity of t¥0 alkali metals i«e. ^ and K, present 
in the ponds* Ifowever, the ratios of Ca and 1% %dth 
Na and K did not shov any significant relationship 
(Table 17). 
In both ponds, sodium vas found to dominate among 
cations* However, from October, 1967 to February, 1068, 
i t vas calcium ^ I c h shoved dominance among the cations 
(Table 16). !Ihe amount of sodium vas alvays found greater 
than that of the potassium (Table 16). Contrary to the 
expectations, potassium and sodltue are not very significant 
in their relationship vith other ions (Table 17). Sodium 
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was mostly found in combination with chloride and soostiraeB 
with «ulphates» Jte end K hwv© been suggested as limiting 
factors In th© biological productivity of vaters (Moyle, 
1949). Ih the present study the concentretlons of 
potaseluBi are found to be higher (28.0 p.p.®. In Pond Moat 
and 49.0 p«p«tn. In Chau Tal) than the values (0*£ to 
18«6 p*p«m.) reported by Surber and Olson (1937), 
Lohaimaar (1938) and Ktoyle (1949). the lower critical 
limit of potassium for plankton production Is not known, 
but Swingle and Saaith (1939) have found no Increase when 
this element was present In aisounts greater than 2.00 p.p.m. 
Allen end Amon (1966) have shown that sodium in 
very essential for Jml^ USm sp. end JMSSSSsUji HftMtoga 
growth. However, the presence of sodium in these ponds 
precludes It a@ a trace eleioent. Its greatest Importance 
l ies In Its Influence on the ratio of the monovalent to 
the divalent salts (Goldmen, 1966)* 
Among the anions, chloride was found to be most 
dominant in both the ponds (Table 16). Haxlmum values in 
Pond Moat were found during June, July and August, 1968. 
(Considerable rise in the amount of the chloride during 
May, June and July, 1968 indicated the pollution of Chau 
Tal water, possibly by the washing down of organic matter 
of animal origin from the surrounding catchment area* 
Seasonal variations in the concentration of highly soluble 
chloride were mainly due to addition or loss of relative 
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omotint of rain water and eurfaoe runoff Introduced In 
ponds. It Is also possible that the element i s 
transported from the bottoia sediisents to ^ e overlying 
^ t e r bjr diffusion, sulphate i s eontrlbuted to the ponds 
mainly from blotie sources, ifeweirer, (Joriiam (19£8a end 
1969b) has shown that soil water in highly organic wood 
land soil contains appreciable amount of suli^ate. 
Such sulphates are produced in these ponds from the 
oxidation of sulphur compounds In the humous layer and 
leaf l i t ter . In these ponds, sulphates, being highly 
soluble and easily leached (starkey, 19£0)^ are not found 
to accumulate in the mud. 
It appears from the observations of Moyle (1949) 
that sulphate concentration below 300.0 p.p.m. has l i t t l e 
or no effect on fish production. A similar observation 
was made by HLlis fill (1946). On the basis of Kyle ' s 
(1949) classification of waters, based on the presence of 
sulphate and total alkalinity, these ponds are placed in 
"Hard water" category with high biological productivity. 
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J^ II^ SOLVBD m?!miEHTS Of TtIR POWm 
ifioyganlc substances r«qulr®<3 by tho animal 
and plant organisms for growth and other metabolic 
are cotomonly toiown as 'nutrients'. Belatlonship between 
dissolved nutrients of freshwater and sssoclatefi geologlcel^^ 
climatic and biological lihenomena have long been of interest 
to aquatic biologists, and so haire receiired more attention 
from the investigators* !Ehe aquatic oxfanlsm get their 
nutrients supply from the water in which they live. ®ie 
distribution of these mlnereliged nutrients i s not uMfona 
in freshwaters and they undergo cyclic changes during 
which there are periods of delay between the available 
ffilnerallBed state and unavailable organically bound state 
of the nutrients* IMs lead to fluctuations In the 
intensity of plant organisms ^production, both in space 
and time. 
1!he importance of the nutrient anions such as 
nitratei phosphate, and silicate and the ammonium cation 
has long been recognised and their action on the 
biological activities of the ponds and lakes have been 
discussed in detail Iff Hutchinson (1967) and Rottner 
(1963)• 
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Saiaples for the enalysis of nutrients were colleet«d 
from two freshwater ponds, naaely Ponfl ffoat end Chau Tal^ 
fro© Octolser, 1967 to IJovember, 1968 at weekly Intervals, 
itinalysls of the samples ms completed \^thln 24 hours 
from the time of collection* Necessary precautions as 
reeoffimended hy Welch (1948) were followed during sampling 
and analysing the sataples. the determinations of 
inorfsnlc Phosphste^phosphorus, mtrate^nltrogen, ilmoonla-
nitrogen and Slllcates-slllce^ were made- latrate -
nitrogen was estimated by phenol- dlsulphonie acid method 
and aimaonla-nltrogen by Ressl©r's reagent method. 
Inorganic phosphate-phosphorus was determined by applying 
Ammonium saolybdate blue method and sillcates-slllca by 
Mmonlum aolybdate yellow method• Phosphate end ammonia 
were determined as^ .etom PO^-P/l. e n d a t o m 
respectively, while nitrate-nitrogen end slllcate-slllca 
as IKJg-N 8Sg»/l* and 61 tng,/l* respectively. 
M m j s o m m s s 
PIPSPHDfiUfit phosphorus is one of the major nutrients 
found in the freshwaters* Investigations on both fresh 
and salt waters show that phosphorus is a limiting factor 
in the biological productivity (VJelch, 1962, Hutchinson, 
19£7 and 1967), Th» Investigations of Phillips (1964) 
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show that It Is mch mobile and moves In between various 
solid phases of the pond system* It occurs In surface 
waters both as inorganic phosphate-phosphorus and as 
organic phosphorus. 
Phosphorus content showed seasonal variations In 
the Pond ftoat. It ranged from 0.107 ^ . a t o m / l . to 
0.04006^•atom/I* (fable 18 and Fig. 12). The amount 
of ^osphate-phosi^orus In Chau Tal also varied 
seasonally from 0 . 0 6 a t o m / 1 , (jrune, 1968) to 0.S8 jag* 
atom/1. (February, 1968) (Table 18 and Pig. 10). The 
supply of phosphate in the pond appears to be dependent 
upon rain and drainage. Hasler (19^) and Mclerson (I860) 
have reported that urbanl nation and land cultivation has 
increased the natrlent supply to ponds and lakes. The 
two ponds, studied here, are situated amidst cultivable 
land and human habitation and, therefore, receive a rich 
supply of nutrients through sewage and drainage. 
It can also be seen from Table 13 and Fig. 12 
that the phosphate concentration Increased In the post 
monsoon and winter months which appears to be mainly due 
to regeneration of idiosphate In the ponds. 
Generally, shallow lakes end ponds have a higher 
phosphorus content In comparison to deeper lakes and 
ponds (Reld, 1961). In these ponds, however, the supply 
of Inorganic idiosphorus for biological productivity seems 
- ^ -
to be very low in coinpailson to tii© velues reported 
for other freshwater ponda of India. Upadhayaya (1964) 
reported a concentration of 3.09 to 13 .2^ .atoB* / l . In 
many freshvaters ^of Uttar Pradesh. Sreenivasan ^ fij.. 
C1964) found very low concentration of pihogphorus from 
0.4 to O.SyiJg.BtoB/l. In Bhavainsagsr Reservoir, ^11© 
George (1962) reported a range of 0.04 to 0.86 Kg . / I . 
In a fish pond of Delhi. Several l€nnesotta lakes, In 
\^lch heavy algal bloom occured^ had phosphorus 
concentration between 0.S6 to & . 6 ^ . a t o m / l . ( ^ y l e , 
1949). 
2n botii pondij high concentration of phosjSiote 
was followed by ©n algal bloom of blue green alga, 
m i m l m m * similar algal blooms caused by 
nutrient enrichment of ponds have been reported by 
Hiasler (1947), Anderson (1960) and George (1962). It 
Is quite likely that the circulation of Inorganic 
phosphorus In these ponds was a major cause for the 
bloom since It allows a continuous supply of phosphate* 
phosphorus for the algal crop. The correlation analysis 
between i^ytoplankton number and jshosphorus concentration 
was found negative and very significant (r » *0.84, 
t a 6.38 end P > O.OQl for Pond Moat, and r « -0 .66 , 
t a 2.96 and P > 0.02 for Chau Tal). 
Low values of phosphate-phosphorus during 
phytoplankton bloom (Table 20 and Fig. 13) appear to be 
" m " 
due to acctuauletlon of phosphate-phosphorus In the cells 
of phytoplankton, Phllllpg (1964) reported the disappesrence 
of added phosphorus within few daysf resulting in high 
production of phytoplenkton. Oerloff end Skoog (19€4) 
found phytoplcnkton species, partlculerly Microcystis 
fterag^no^ft, accumulating |4iosphorus content in their cells 
from the culture media, rich In phosphorus and suggest 
that algal cells "might absorb sufficient quantities of 
phosphorus and other elements to permit considerable 
growth after being carried into nutrient deficient surface 
layers*" From the culture experiment I t was also 
demonstrated that the phytoplanKton were able to store 
more than ten times as much phosphorus as t&ey normally 
contained* The surface phytoplankton, during blooming 
period, die and sink to the bottom and carry away certain 
ao^unt of phosphorus to the bottom. Bie restoration of 
phosphorus In surface layers besides, from drainage and 
surface run off during rainfall, was due to the circulation 
of dead phyteplankton containing phosphorus and other 
phospliorus containing materials through mixing of water 
with the help of wind. 
these ponds may be said to be as biological traps 
of phosphate (Cushlng Jr . , 1964). A large amount of 
phosphorus goes into the pond mud with the sedimentation 
of plankton during dry season and incoming supplies of 
phosphorus, during monsoon months from drainage and surface 
runoff from the ^rroundlng fields ^ i c h ere rich In 
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nutrients, f i l l up this gap and complete the eycle of 
phoei^oras In these natural open lentle freshvgiter ponds* 
NITRpOEHi The main sources for Inorganic nitrogen are 
the rain, fulling upon the earth carrying NO3 and 
surface runoff containing terresterlal compounds of 
nitrogen and drainage. m>m&llf Inorganic nitrogen In 
combined form Is utilized by the ^ytoplankton and by 
certain bacteria for primary production (Vaccaro, 1366)• 
mtrate-nltrogen i s one of the ma^or nutrients 
necessary for the production of pity topi anlcton, as i t has 
« 
been claimed by Bodhe (1948) that formntion of chlorophyll 
ceases very quickly In the presence of nltrate»nltrogen 
deficiency. Hltrate-nltrogen Is contributed to the 
ecosystem as a by-product of bacterial nitrification and 
Its removal Is affected through utilization by green 
plants and bacterial denltrlflcatlon to uncomblned nitrogen 
and reduction to ammonia-nitrogen. 
Unpolluted freshwater ponds and lakes usually have 
low values of nitrate-nitrogen than t^ ie polluted freshwater 
ponds and lakes (Held, 1961)• Nltrete-nltrogen content 
In both the ponds showed distinct seasonal fluctuations 
(Fig. 12). Ihe amounts of nitrate-nitrogen In the pond 
Moat ranged from 0.1202 mg./l. (April, 1969) to 0.376 mg./l . 
(September, 1968). !Bie nitrate-nitrogen concentrations 
were generally found to be low from Kbvember, 1967 to iiprll, 
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1968 (Table 18 and Fig, 12). Prom "fey, 1968 onward, ' 
gradual Inereeso In nitrlitt-nltrogen concentration ms 
noticed. The values remained high t i l l November, 1968, 
In Chau Tal, the distribution of nitrate-nitrogen 
al l the year round followed almost similar pattern of 
changes as noted for Pond Moat (Table 18 and Fig. 12), 
though the concentrations of nitrate-nitrogen in Chau Tel 
wore generally found to be higher than the values obtained 
for the Pond !4oat« The range of nitrate-nitrogen in Chau 
Tal was found from 0.1366 ing./l. (April, 1968) to 
0,3486 rag./l. (June, 1968). 
A wide range of variations in tiie concentrations 
of nltrate-nitrogen have been reported in Indian freahwaters. 
Sreenivasan gj.. (1964) did not find nltrete-nltrogen 
during their studies in a tropical Impoundiuent (Bhavanisagar 
Reservoir) In Madras State, while Upadhayaya (1964) 
reported a concentration of 0.09 to 3.6 mg./l. in many 
freshwaters of tJttar Pradesh. Oeorge (1968) reported a 
nitrate-nitrogen concentration range from O.Ol to O.il mg./l . 
in a fish pond of Delhi. 
In both the ponds nitrate-nitrogen concentration 
increased during the monsoon months (Table 18 and Fig. 12) . 
It appears that the ponds receive their nitrogen supply 
with drainage and surface runoff, fttgher concentrations 
in Chau Tal were due to i ts connection \d.th sewage drainage 
nullahs, through which i t receives a rich supply of organic 
refuge. 
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The concentration of nltrate^nitrc^en In th9s« 
pond* Is also affected through regeneration of nitrate 
in the ponds themselves* It Is possible thnt the amount 
regenerated could not be detected In the pond vater because 
of i t s quick assiallation In the phytoplankton. 
High concentration of nitrate was usually 
associated with a high concentration of 0iosphate, 
therefore, the significance of nitrate In the production 
of i^iytoplankton could not be determined separately. 
Moyl© (1949) reported that hard water ponds with a total 
phosphorus content above 0.06 tag . / I . and with total 
nitrogen content below 0.6 log./l. yielded less than the 
ponds with a higher nitrogen content, although nitrate 
i s only occasionally a limiting factor in the productivity. 
Ho stratification of nitrate-nitrogen content In 
these ponds was found throughout the period of 
Investigations. 
Seasonal fluctuations in itemonla-nltrogen 
concentration in both the ponds were observed (Table 18 
and Fig. 12). In Pond Moat lowest concentration was 
noted In the month of December, 1967 (6.€6yug.aton/l.) 
and the highest value was obtained in the month of 
iHigust, 1968 (16.S3 ^ . a t o m / 1 . ) . In Chau Tal, the 
ammonia-nitrogen concentration varied fro© 11.36yog.atom/1. 
(November, 1967) to 37.27^f .atom/l . (May, 1968). mgh 
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concentrfttlons of araraonla-nltrogen were found during 
sutnmor and monsoon months (Table 18 and Fig. 18)• The 
high values of anitionie^nltrogen during auinmer und monsoon 
months Appear to be due to decaying organic matter 
provided by algnl bloom In the roonths of Iferch, April, 
May end June, and partly due to Inflow of decaying 
organic omtter through drainage nullahs and surface 
runoff. 
Nitrite-nitrogen was never detected in these ponds 
throtighout the period of investigations* 
jWITOATjB^ PppSPHAtJ; RATIO, IK A^m pf JimOGER 
T^om Am Pf, PHppPHPp^  
Both nitrogen and phosjdiorus are essential elements. 
In recent years considerable investigations have been 
made on the interrelationship of nitrogen and x^osphorus. 
The ratio of nitrogen and phosiAiorus i s better knovn in 
the sea water and follows a constant value in different 
seasons. In these waters i t i s different not only in 
numerical way but also in the range of deviation from the 
proposed mean (Welch, 1952)• 
In the Pond Moat, the ratio of nitrate and phosphate 
in terms of nitrogen and Tihosi^orus by atoms varied from 
0.3111 (February, 1968) to 1.38 il (July and October, 1968), 
vhile in Chau Tal the ratio between the two elements was 
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foimd to vary from 0 . 4 2 a (Rovember, 1967 and February, 
1968) to 4 , 1 0 a (June, 1968), In marine waters a retlo 
of 1 6 a has b0«n reported CConover, 1961). Riley and 
Conover (1956) reported anamalous ratios, slrailar to 
these, In long Island sound. Investigations of Blrge 
end Juday (1922) indicate that the average ratio of 
phosphate-nitrate for the lake plankto»\ in Vllsconsin i s 
a!K>ut Fleming (1940) reported a higher ratio 
(7*2»1) for marine plankton while swingle and Sudth (1939) 
gave a range of 3ti to 6J1, necessary for plankton 
growth, Jtoyle (1949), during his studies in the 
Mnnesotta Lakes, got the range between 3.4 tl to 24.8tl 
with an average ratio 11.141. ?t>yle (1946) stated that 
most usual ratio between these two elements i s of 
considerable interest and appears to be about 7 si in 
living matter. Hawever, considerable variations are 
found for different kinds of plants and animals. He 
also pointed out that the ratio between these two 
Variables has importance only when concentrations of 
either nitrogen or phosphorus are low enough to limit 
the productivity. 
gjgyro^* Slllca i s one of the major nutrients found in 
the inland waters In abundance. It i s of iimense 
significance for the diatoms. It i s not found as a free 
element in pond waters but as orthosllicates in 
undi ssociated conditions (flitchinson, 1987) and as colloidal 
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silica (Welch, 1962). VJaters of nearby rivers are 
always found rich In silica and often affect the silica 
content of these ponds Into ^ i c h ttiey pour their vater 
during floods. !£he most obvious source in these ponds 
i s from the decomposition of alumlnosilicate minerals. 
These silicates are received ^Ath the drainage sn^ surface 
runoff and react upon %dth carbon dioxide to produce 
silica. Bien (1968) observations also suggest the 
enrichment of ponds with silica by the precipitation of 
soluble silica brought In by river water during floods. 
Bitchlnson (1967) gave a detailed account of the 
silica content in surface waters of different lakes from 
Europe, Japan and America, llhese date suggest that 
greater silicate concentrations occur In tropical waters 
than in temperate waters as found here In these ponds. 
In the present study, considerable seasonal variations 
were observed in silica contents in both the ponds 
(Table 18 and Fig. 12) • Silica content in Pond ?feat 
varied from 11.3 to 31.8 mg. / l , , the maxlnram concentration 
was noted in September, 1968 and the tnlniimim in October, 
1967 and /ugust, 1968. Silicate contents In Chau Tal 
varied from 8.7 a»g./l, (June, 1968) to 24.9 lag./l. 
(November, 1968). George (1962) reported a concentration 
of silica from 3.6 to 26.0 mg./l . In a fish pond of Delhi. 
Rao and George (1969) have also reported similar silica 
concentrations (8.0 to 24.0 mg./l .) in Korapusha estuary. 
Silica concentrations in Lake Victoria ranged between 
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7 . 0 to 11.0 rag . / I . (TftUlng, 1967). Sarkar and Hal 
(1964) roported a concentration of 9.4 to 18.0 mg./l . 
In Sura^ Ewnd neer Delhi while TJpadhayaya (1963) found 
a very low concentration of silica (from 0.0 to 6 .0 sag . / I . ) 
In Gujra Tal, Jeunpur. sreenlvasan (1964) reported 
values ranged between 0*0 to 16.0 l i^ . / l . In Sr»avanls8gar 
Reservoir. 
During long winter circulation period the surface 
waters of both t^ ie ponds contained 16.9 to 21.3 tog./l. 
of silica (Table 18 and Fig. 12). A slight rise was 
observed during February, Moireh and September, 1968 
(Pond Ifeat). A f a l l In silicate concentration was 
recorded during suiraer mnths la Chau Tal (Table 18 an<? 
Fig. 12). Pond Moat also showed low silica concentrations 
In October and llovei&ber, 19&7, and in ef?rly monsoon 
months (July and August, 1968). In the latter part of 
the monsoon (September, 1968) the silica content began 
to rise and reached to the highest concentration 
(31.8 mg. / l , ) . These seasonal variations were evidently 
due to varlfttions in development of diatom population 
during different periods of the observation. lagh values 
of silicates during September, 1968 (Pond ifeat) and 
March, 1968 (Cheu Tal) were perhaps due to the vertical 
mixing of the water end the higher pH of the pond water 
which aid In conversion of silica Into the soluble forms. 
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the blologlcftl importance of »llica for freshwater 
diatoms has been studied In detell tiy Melocbe 
(1938), Chu (1942), L&vln (1964), Lund (19«;4), Telling 
(1967), Rao luid Oeorge (1969), George (1962), Singh 
(1964) and Sreenlvasan s i (1®64)4 <awj (1942) and 
J/>rgenson (1962 and 1963) found tftat the growth rate of 
diatoms (SteSMiB leiSE^ ^^ freshwater increased in 
proportion to the silicate eont^te of the medium as 
long as this exceeds 30 to and decreased 
at lower concentrations* Leidn (191^4) also found a 
similar high optimum in experimenting with ytpylcyi^ a 
pell^culosa* Prowse and Tailing (1968) in their work 
on a Nile river lalse, fotmd that few diatoms (Mplos^ra sp.) 
cause depletion of silica* 
Lewin (1964) and Tailing (1967) studied the 
relationship of silicates with that of Hltzachia sp. 
They found an inverse relationship, while Sarkar and Bal 
(1964) did not find any correlation between these 
variables. In the present study, however, positive 
correlation was found between the silica content and 
the diatom; number* 
Figure 12. Seasonal variations In Nitrate•nitrogen, 
Asmonla*nl trc^en, lltosphate»phosphonis 
and Sllloate^sillca ooncentratlona In 
the pond 9' 
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Figure 13. ( i ) Seasonal variations in lihosphata-
phosphorus concentrations and 
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p^FmniCfiL CONDOCTIVITg MiD TpTAL DlSSOLVgD SOLIDS. 
Total dissolved solids In Inland waters contain 
different kinds of nutrients and h»ve proved to be a 
very useful parameter in determining the chemical density 
and the productivity of ponds and lakes (field, 1961). 
Northcote and Larkin (1966) have correlated the total 
dissolved contents of British Columhla lakes with 
quantities of plankton, bottom fauna and fish and have 
reported very significant relationships. 
Electrical conductivity, tshich is known as an 
Index of total dissolved solids (Sreenivasan ^ jgl.., 
1964), differs In different vaters. It has been claimed 
that richer a body of water In electrolyte, the greater 
will be Its biological productivity (Rawson, 1961). 
Keeping in view this fact, the relationship of conductivity 
to total dissolved solids was Investigated. It Is hoped 
that direct conductometric readings might provide 
indications of total dissolved solid concentrations that 
will prove to be sufficiently accurate for most 
limnologlcal studies and the tidlous job of determining 
total dissolved solids by gravimetric method could be 
avoided* 
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MmpiX)LOGX 
Water sensples were collected from Itoveraber, 1967 
to December, 1968 at weekly intervals from two ponds i . e . 
Pond ffeat and Chan Tel* All the samples were collected 
from the surface and from the same spot and then 
transported to the laboratory and stored In polythene 
bottles. The method of Rawson (1961) for the determination 
of total dissolved solids was followed i .e« 100 ib1« of 
the filtered water sample was evaporated at 106 • 2®c until 
the residue reached the constant weight* Klectrleal 
conductivity was aieissured by a Conductivity Bridge of 
CLOl.Ol type, the values are expressed in moha/cm* 
!i:he results are given in Table 21 and illustrated 
gratfiically in Fig#14. In Pond lloat the amount of total 
dissolved solids in different months of the year varied 
fxvm 164.3 iQg«/l. (January, 1968) to 336.6 mg./l . (June, 
1968), while in Chau Tal i t ranged from 116.0 tng./l.ln 
the month of Iferch, 1968 to 1114.0 mg./l . in the month of 
June, 1968 (Table 21 and Fig. 14). 
The monthly mean electrical conductivity in the 
Pond Moat ranged from 706 X 10"® to 173 X 10"® moha/cm., 
being highest during Juno, 1968 and the lowest during 
December, 1967 (Table 21). In Qiau Tal the electrical 
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conductivity was found to v«ry in between 706 X 10 to 
B4 X 3,0"^ moha/co. The maxlBaim value was recorded 
during June, 1968 and the lolnlGmin during I^ Iovember, 1967 
(Table 21 and Pig. 14), In both the ponds I t increased 
considerably after March, 1968 end dropped suddenly 
during August end September, 1968 In Chau Tal only, Judey 
and Blrge (1933) determined the conductivity of more 
than 600 lakes in North Sestem Vflsconstn and found the 
range of conductivity between 9 to 124 ^mohs/cm. 
Fluctuetlons in total dissolved solids (T.D«S.) 
and electrical conductivity are considerable with an 
extremely well defined seasonal pattern (Table 21 and 
Flg» 14)« iimplltude of fluctuations in the dissolved 
solids, during the period of observations, was found to 
be much greater than that reported In other freshwater 
ponds of Kortai India (Upadhay^a, 1964b and Khan end 
Qayyum, 1966a). 
Both, T.D.S. and conductivity values In ^ e Pond 
Moat, were low during November, December, 190? and 
January, 1968 and were high from February to July, 1968 
(Pig. 14), Prom August onwards the values did not show 
significant variations. Almost similar fluctuetlons 
were also noticed In C!hau Tal. The concentration of ions 
were also fotmd to be low and high corresponding to low 
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and high values of T.D^S. and conductivity- It apuears 
that seasonal variations In T.D.a. and consequently In 
conductivity are mainly due to Ionic composition. And, 
therefore, factors such «s nature of tiie bottom deposits, 
area of drainage, rainfall, vlnd and biota affecting the 
ionic composition, affect the concentration of total 
dissolved solids. Fluctuations in T.D.S* and Conductivity 
values in Aistrelian Lfskes have been ettrlbtited to ionic 
cofflposltloa, ssl lMty and te8iper&tur& (Wllliaas, 1966). 
total dissolved solids are also concentrated due to 
evaporation of vater during the period of low humidity 
and high temperature values (May and June )• 
A slgnlfiesnt correlation (r « 0 ,96, t = 1 1 , 8 and 
P > 0,001 for Cliau Tall r « 0.969, t « 11.72 and P > 0.001 
for Pond Iteat) was obtained between T.D.S. and conductivity 
(Table 33). valliems (1966) also reported a high 
correlation between these two parameters In a number of 
isustralian lakes. Regression coefficient analysis was 
also made between these two variables and a significant 
regression of T.D.S. was found on electrical conductivity. 
The plotted points and the line of best f i t , Y =f 163.46 
117448.6 X (Chau Tal) and Y e 94.39 • 136724.36 x (Pond 
Moat), are shown In Pig. 16| where Y a T.D.S. concentration 
in mg./l« and x s electrical conductivity in moha/cm. 
These regression lines (Fig. 16) also demonstrate that 
there is a high degree of correlation between conductivity 
and concentration of total dissolved solids. 
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determinations except few l i e very close to the 
theorltlcal regression llne» Such exceptions appear 
to be aue to disturbances In the ecosystem during 
different periods of observation and also may be due 
to presence of certain effiK)unt of unlonlsied materials as 
pointed out by Williams (1066). ITslng the regression 
equation to derive a value for the concentration of total 
dissolved solids, I t was found that conductivity i s a 
reliable indication of the concentration of total dissolved 
solids* 
Several workers have shown the Importance of 
dissolved solids Indirectly for the zooplankton and other 
herbivorous animals by supplying nutrients and other 
Important materials to phytoplankton (Northcote and LarkLn, 
1966)• Northcote and Larkln (19^6) have shown the 
Importance of T.D.S. concentrations of lake waters In 
limiting the biological productivity. In the present 
study a direct correlation between T.D.S. and phytoplankton 
number was foimd (r « 0 .46, P > 0.10 in Pond Moat and 
r = 0.92, P >0.001 In Chau Tal). 
Bayly and miliams (1966) and Williams (1966) have 
computed the T.D.s. values from the known conductivity 
values by using'the formula Kc » T} where K Is conductivity, 
c i f coefficient and T i s the concentration of total 
dissolved solids. Ihe coefficient at 86®c has been reported 
to be between 0.60 to 1.00 (Hem, 1969). However, the usual 
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values of coefficient under these conditions l i e between 
0,66 end 0.76 es reportect by Hem (1969). 
Atkins and Harrlj (1924) have reported valisee of 
conductivity In similar adjacent ponds in England, fhey 
found an inverse relationship between electrical 
conductivity and pR. But here, no such relationship was 
found between these two variables. Sreenivasan ^ 
(1964) also found an inverse relationship with the water 
levels of the pond in Madras state# 
Figure 14* Seasonal variations in @leotrioaX 
oonatictlvity and total dissolved 
solids in ponds* 
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CHAPTER II1« PLAKK1JDH 
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St»dl©s on the ecology of plankton of any body 
of lentic water SkVe very helpful to Know Its general 
economy and to understand the basic nature of the lake 
or pond. However, an exaolnntlon of tiie llteratuim 
shows that very few year round quantitative studies have 
been made on plankton of Indian fre^waters. Out of 
the existing literature, most of the studies deal with 
freshwaters of South India (Oanapatl, 1940, 1949 and 
1960| sreenlvasan, 1963, 1964, 1966 and 1@66| sreenlvasan pl», 
1964 and Qanapatl and Sreenlvasan, 1968), v^iereas from 
Ubrth India, where clioatlc conditions are almost different 
only few studies have been made (Das and srlvastava, 19fc6| 
George, 1961, end 1962; Upadhayaya, 1963, 1964a and 1964b; 
Sarkar end Eai, 1964 and Ray , 1966) # Besides these 
studies, a number of papers have been published on the 
algal flora of Northern India (Singh, 1961, 1968, 1963 end 
1964 and Lakshmlnarayana, 1962, 1962&, 1968 and 196Sa). 
Other important publications on rooplankton are those of 
Edaondson (1934) and Klefer (1939). 
MATERIiSi:. AffP METHODS 
Water samples for plankton analysis were collected 
from both ponds over a period of 14 months i . e . from 
October, 1967 to November, 1968. From Pond Moat, the 
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sampling was don© In Sector 'A' only ^ l l e from Chau Tal 
the samples were collected In the centre of the pond. 
For the phytoplankton analysis 100 ml. sample was 
taken and treated with 1 of Ltigol's solution. After 
24 hours of the addition of Lugol*s solution, the 
qualitative and quantitative analyses were made of 10 ail. 
concentrate I ^ s obtained by siphoning the 
supernatant liquid. The genera of phytoplankton vere 
Identified and enumerated. Repeated drop countings 
were made by using lOx and 20x magnification under a 
cover slip of knovmt dimensions (Davis, 1962). Abundant 
phytoplankton were estimated with lOOx magnification In 
appropriate number of fields of a \ghlppl© ocular 
micrometer, and less abutment species analysing the 
whole drop, the diatoms were allowed to be settled, 
washed and made Into permanent hyrax slides from iidilch 
proportional counts of the genera and species were made 
(Williams, 1963). Colony counts were made of l^crocy^tls 
jtomULBSjaa, jmP^em sBlxeiasui en<3 ifgjte Btof lms* 
For the estimation of chlorophyll, HarveyU (1934) 
method was followed. Samples were taken at weekly 
Intervals and filtered through Whatman Kb.42 f i l ter paper 
(Graham, 1943). The f i l ter paper containing plankton 
residue was put In a small beaker and covered with 16 c .c . 
of 90^ reagent grade Acetone (Blchards and Thompson, 
1968) and allowed to stand for over night. The acetone. 
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now containing the extracted chlofophyll, mn centrlfuged 
and filtered throtigh a rough f i l ter paper to remove 
any particle of the f irst f i l ter paper. *£he transmlttancy 
of acetone containing chXoTOphyll, was measured with a 
Klett-Suamierson Photoelectric Colorimeter using red f i l ter 
(Barnes, end cocipared i4th the values of Harvey's 
artificial standards of Potassium Chromate and Nickle 
sulphate. The results were obtained into Harvey units, 
which afterwards were transformed into mg./l. CI Harvey 
unit equivalent to 0 . 8 c h l o r o p h y l l ) , 
Fooplankton samples were collected from the surface 
waters by filtering 100 l iters of water through a af70 « 
me^ sieve (pore sisse S O S a m p l e s were washed out int« 
wide mouth bottles and preserved with formaline. 1 ml. 
of the concentrnte was placed la Sedgwlck-Bafter cell and 
identification of zooplankton and their countings were 
made* The results were then expressed in number per l i ter . 
mmp w pmmm 
IB^ » Ihe phytoplankton contained 27 genera 
belonging to five classes. Ho attempt was made to identify 
all of them upto species. Curing quantitative counts the 
species belonging to one genus were usually lumped together 
whenever their separation was found to be uncertain. !Ihe 
five classes, in order of their abundance, were Myxophyceae, 
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Chlorophyc«ee, Baclllerloiihycefie, eiytoflagellates and 
Dlrutphyoeao. 1!he cosunon iJhytoplankton of surface mters 
from both the ponds 
m s m m m ^ MaP^pm m x M a a M p m r m j f 
s s m i m m « MK^it^toa M a r ^^^^^« 
easBSs ( ^ r . ) fiagg, 
ap« snd JSlm^MMiB 
ato^flglap spp., msmissmw SPP*» 
XffXnswm &silRMDsm (vouch.), 
mifyag^m spp,^ AsMmsim SPPM 
(Corde), 
.SfilftRa&'^ w sppm SPP., 
.f^BfiiM SPM sppm ^ ^ 
JEeSbHlaasa^spp. 
PAQi^ MI^ XQPII^ CMt m i a M U spp., smsOEB iO&a 
tejlpylfl Hftl^ P j^lJ^ fl (OrumO, 
spp* 
Mam!i9mmn (snow) and 
isttgim spp. 
MmmsEM' sp. 
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TOm PHyTOPLj^ MKTONs The monthly average total 
phytoplankton number a per ml, for both the pond a ere 
given in Table 26# Total number of phytoplankton 
varied from 664/ml« (February, 1968) to 39a9/Ra» 
(December, 1968) In Rond Moat, while in Chau Tal, the 
inininium number (220/ib1.) was fotmd In Hbveaber, 1967 
and the maxlfount (447^nil«) in June, 1968 (Table 26^ 
Fig. 22). Seasonal distribution of total phytoplankton 
in Pond Moat ia of diacmle tjrpe as the quantities Of 
phytoplankton were rather low from October, 1967 to March, 
1968, high during April and Jtily and then again low 
during i^uat followed by high values during September 
and onward. In Cheu Tal, the phytoplankton distribution 
showed monocmic cycle (Ifeble 26 and Pig. 22)# The 
quantities of phytoplankton In Chau Tal were found low 
between October, 1967 and March, 1968. Abruptly the 
number increased in April and attained the maxiasiia level 
in June, 1968. In July, 1968, the total number of 
phytoplankton dropped dow (Table 26). 
Seasonal variations in phytoplankton number have 
been attributed to many factors (Hutchinson, 1967). 
Smith (1924) reported light, fixed OOg and temperature 
as important factors for algal production while Bhardawai 
(1940) found light, temperature and chemical substances 
responsible for orsanic production. Oanapfiti (1940 and 
1960) reported high temperature, intensity of illumination, 
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high phosphate content, etntnonlcal nitrogen, albumunold 
nitrogen, orgenlc matter end salts of Ca and to be 
essential for algal production^ Preacott (1948-49) has 
given eisphssls to.high nitrogen and phosphate 
concentrations, high bicarbonate content and temperature 
while Komarovslqr (19ei> found temperature to b© the 
most Important factor* George (1661) found temperature 
and organic matter responsible for the Mcrocyatls 
aeyugiyio f^i blooms. Singh (1966) found high pH, high 
organic matter and low redox potential as Important 
factors* Klgh (X)g resources and nutrients have been 
found to be responsible for phytoplanlcton production by 
caiacko and Krl shnanoortl^ (1964). 
Influence of phosphates and nitrates on the diatom 
population has been reported by Patrick (1948), Lund 
(1964) and 0ulatl and Sarkar (1961). The grazing effect 
of sooplankton and fish fauna m^ the most Important 
factor to affect the abundance of diatoms (Boy, 1964 and 
Hutchinson, 1967). Xt has been observed during the 
present Investigations that the concentration of silicate-
silica was the Important factor for limiting the growth 
of diatoms as i t constitutes the major portion of cell 
wall (Singh, 1964). 
Xt has been generally found in large temperate 
lakes that the total quantity of phytoplankton rises in 
spring, early summer and in July and declines in the 
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intervening periods, vihlle In small lakes complicated 
succession of oaxiraa and mlnlao have been reported 
(fftitchlnson, 1967>. In Pond Hoat the maximum quantity 
of total phytoplankton was found from April to July 
end again from October to December, 1968, ^ l l e during 
the same period In 1967, total quantity of 
phytoplankton vas low (Table 26 and Fig* 22). On the 
other hand in Chau Tal the max!mum quantities of 
phytoplankton were found from April to June (Table 26 
and Fig* 22). Tailing (19£?7) and Sreenlvasan gt §1« 
(1964) have also reported that the peaks of jihytoplankton 
occur at different periods in different years* I t , 
therefore^ appears that in these ponds temperature is 
not mainly responsible for such fluctuations but high 
pH, CO2 resources and nutrients control organic 
production* The present findings are In close agreement 
with those of Ganapatl (1940 and I960), Chacko and 
Krlshnemoorthy (1964), Singh (1965) and George (1962). 
MY;xOPIgCy.Api Monthly average percentages of ffyxophyceae 
for both the ponds are shown in Table 22 and Illustrated 
in Fig* 16 and 17* In Pond Jtoat, the minimum percentage 
(12.0J?) was found during January, 1968 and the maximum 
(74.6^) during July, 1968 while In Chau Tal, the percentage 
varied from 7*6 to 81.9J?, the maximum occurring in June, 
1968 and the minlnium in Ifey, 1968* 
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^crQCyat|.8 aeruglyiosa was found to b© the most 
doiBlnant species aaong the myxophyceae genera. It 
occurred throughout the period of Investigation. !Ihe 
maxlraum number (1632/nil.) In Pond f^oGt was found In 
July, 1968 and the mlntwura (44/ial.) In January, 1968, 
In Chau Tal,the number did not exceed from 160/inl. 
at any time of the year. In Pond Moat, I t was fownd 
to decrease In winter and Increase during sunaaer 
confirming the observations of George (1968). 
Next to jm^miB. 
sp^roidea. It occurred from October, 1967 to May, 19® 
In both the ponds and was found to be absent during 
June, July, October and November, 1968 (Pond f^ oat) and 
in July and November, 1968 (Chau Tel). Ifostoc plaudoau^ 
was found regularly from October, 1967 to November, 
1968 In Pond Moat while in Chau Tal i t was found to be 
absent during most of IJie months (Table 23 and 24). 
Fhormldlum sp. occurred in very high quantities from 
June, 1968 to November, 1968 in both the ponds (Table 23 
and 24). Osc111fttoria llmnetica was also recorded only 
from May, 1968 to November, 1968 (Table 28 and 24). VJlde 
fluctuations in the quantity of ;Merj.p|not>ed|^  g;iauca were 
noted (4 to ISO per ml. in Pbnd Moat and 3 to 114 per na. 
in Chaw Tal). pp|.rulina ptfi^ py was quite scarce. In 
Pond Moat, i t occurred only during monsoon and post monsoon 
months (Table 23). 
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®io g ©Derail aatlon of Hutchinson (1967) that 
blu©-gr00n alga© are abundant In aummer holds true 
only for tho total norxophyceae, although different 
spocles belonging to this group showed different 
trends of seasonal variations (Table 23 end 24). 
CHLOHOPHgCEABt Average percentage of the total 
chlorophyceae species are given In Table 22 and Fig. 16 
and 17. Total percentage of chlorophyceae varied from 
7»2 to 66.06JS in Pond Moat and S.2 to B0»9% In (Jhau Tel. 
spp. and Tetrasiaora ge^atinoaa were most afewandant genera 
a l l Vaq year round. Actln^^tyum spp. were observed only 
twice in Bond Moat during the period of Investigations. 
ClosteyjLum spp* were recorded in quite good numbers during 
winter and early summer months and wei^ found to be 
absent during latter part of the suraaer (Pond Moat) end 
auturan months (CSieu Tal). ,fetrft,p^ypyi spp. occurred only 
during iaonsoon and autuian months in Pond f ' f o a t and during 
winter In Chau Tal (Table 23 and 24). 
Pfichycladon spp. occurred from June, 1968 to 
October, 1968 in Pond Moat and from April, 1968 to November, 
1968 in Chau Tal. Klrchnereillfi spp. were only observed 
during August, 1968 in Pond Moat and during April, May and 
July, 1968 in Chau Tal. 
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ClQstairima spp. mVB found to be of congldersble 
Importanc© and contributed appreciably to the total 
pbytoplankton biotness, though thoy were never found to 
form blooms* Ihis Is chnracterlsties of relatively 
hard wstors with high pH ponds (Davis, 1962). P^dlastyum 
spp. doialaated the green algal poptilatlon, during 
November, X968 (Table 23 and 24). 
BACILLARIO PHgCEAE: fheso forma wre always foimd to 
be In significant numbers in total phytoplankton 
biomass. The peaks of abundance (Fig. 16 and 17) were 
observed during June and September, 1968 (Pond Moat) 
and October, 1967 and March, 1968 (Chsu Tal) and dominated 
the total phytoplankton blomass in the samples, collected 
during June and September, 1968 (Pond Maet) and March, 
1968 (Chau Tal). Curing May, June, September and October, 
1968 (Chau Tel) and July, August and November, 1968 
(Pond Moat) their volume dropped considerably (Table 22). 
.SysJ-p-tfijUa spp., ssBgifflxa aloa (Nitz), |fay^cy;ifi 
halophlla (Orum.), Stephanodiscus sp., Bhizosolenla sp. 
Dlatoma spp.were the most Important species. 
Cyclotylla spp. were found during October and November, 
19&7 end again from January to July, 1968 in both the 
ponds. They were more abundant during March in Chau Tal 
and during April In Pond Jfoat and gradually decreased 
afterward. They were not recorded from Aigust, 1968 to 
December, 1968 in both the ponds (Table 23 and 24). 
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filRtoma spp, showed very Interesting distribution. 
In Pond Moat they were recorded regularly from October, 
1967 to September, 1968 but disappeared completely during 
October, November end December^  196S. In Chau T0I 
they occurred only during October, December, 1967 end 
January and February, 196S (table 24). tEhe maxirauis number 
^^ spp. were recorded In June, 1968 (ee/ml.). 
Burkholder (1960) reported mexiiBura number of D a^toma spp. 
during June while Oiandler (1944) and Chandler and Weeks 
(1946) reported the Dlatoma spp. maxima during autumn, 
winter and early spring. In Chau Tal, their number 
never exceeded 13/ml. at any time of the year (Table 24). 
Stet^anodlscuQ sp. ocQtirred only from October, 
1967 to March, 1968 in both the ponds (Table 23 and 24). 
The greatest quantities were observed during winter. 
pynedrfi was fotand in most of the montiis. me 
greatest quantity (62p/ffil.) vas found in September, 1968 
(Pond Moat) and 260/ral. in May, 1968 (Chau Tal). In 
Chau Tal Its absence was observed during October and 
November, 1967, June, August, September and October, 1S6 
During December, 1967 and January, 1968 small quantities 
of pynedra ulna were recorded in Chau Tal (Table S4), 
l?avlcul,a lialophjLlfl was the most abundant species 
among the diatoms. It occurred regularly In al l the 
samples, the greatest quantities were recorded from April 
to July, 1968 In both the ponds. Rhlgosolenla sp. was 
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observed In only four counts In Pond Moat vhlle In 
Chau Tol i t was found to b© absent throughout the period 
of Investigations (Table 23 end 24). 
KlaMaa end mim& spp*^  
belonging to this greup^were recorded. 5helr numbers 
were found to fluctuate extremely from time to time. 
However, the greatest percentages occurred during January 
and February, 1968 (Pond Moat) and during itogust, 
September, October and November, 1968 (Chau Tal)* 
Chlaiaydproona^ q ^ .^pbosfi appeared In most of the 
samples, though Its quantities were low during October 
and Ifovember, 1967 and February, 1968 In Pt>nd Hoat. 
From July, 1968 I t began to Increase and reached at the 
peak In July and November, 1968. In Chau Tal, the 
greatest quantities were recorded during the period 
between August and November, 1968 (fable 24). ^iglena spp. 
were more abundsnt then SilteztoSCaa Eisfessa- were 
observed In all the collections throughout ^ e period 
of Investigations. Shelr number Increased during late 
summer abruptly and remained high t i l l Hovember, 1968. 
Bielr greatest quantities were recorded at different tlBses 
In the two ponds Investigated here* 
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PJLJOMCEJ^Et iMs CIBSS was represented W only 
one genus, namely sp. It occurred only 
In Pond Most, during January, September, October, 
end November, 1968* Tiie greatest quantity was observed 
In October, 1968 (Table 23)# 
SEilSOHyiL IH THE pOtmAUT PHTTOPLj^ KKTOH 
Seasonal changes In the number of different 
phytoplankton ere given In Table SS and 24. It was seen 
that In October, 1967 the phytoplankton population was 
dooinated by .^^r^pya.Us I'mmm sP« 
SSHBSESES asMSasaa ^feat).and by 13. 
(Chau Tal). In Nbveiaber, 1967 the position remained 
the same. In Pond Moat, during December, 1967 the 
.Ty^ neysp sp. increased i ts mess considerably and, as a 
result, Hicrocystis aeruginosa became less abundant. 
Jm^msm S£l£2Maa» ^itgplifififidllacuj sp. and SPP< 
also increased their number during the period. In 
Chau Tel, the phytoplankton blomass remained dominated 
In Pond Moat, during January, 1968 the dominance 
shifted to Euglena spp. and, therefore, 7ygnema sp. 
became of secondry Importance. TetrasPora gelatlnoaa 
and Btepl^anodlscuff sp. again Increased their number 
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becoming important sobordlnstes while In Chau Tal 
dominance shifted to globoaa. During 
February, 1968 blue-green algae were found to dominate 
the total phytoplenkton biomess. At this time 
aeruginosa again took i ts old place of dominance in 
both the ponds, followed by lISBSa 
y^gneiaa as important subordinates. 
Subsequently during Jfereh and April, 1968 
aszaaEissast J M S ^ ^^^ 
increased their doniinanee (Pond ffeat), being highest 
during April, 1968» During the same period ^avicula 
halophila and Gyclotelle spp. also increased their 
number. In Chau Tal, during ^ i s period Clpsteriuia spp. 
and .ttiaSEaSSSSaa tM^^SSa found to dominate the 
phytoplankton population. !Ihe overwhelming dominance 
H* aer^ino^a end ^fieaia sp. continued throughout 
May, 1968. In Chau Tal,SsgmSSSBBS spp. end pifm^TB a2d2fi 
increased their number abruptly and reached at the values 
of 2960/ml. and 260/ml. respectively and, as a result, 
became dominant species followed by tisS^SEMlSi 
.SIslaSistoSEs lajLsates* M^^m 
•MEfiJiyra (fable 23 and 24). 
In June, 1968, ii. flmslssast .amff^m 
Haylffli-^ (Pond Moat), spp. and 
C^th ponds) and M C T ^ t o m ^ ^ 
sp. , ga.ti'fl.amji 
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llmnetlca (Cheti Tal) were found to dominate the 
phytoplankton population (Table 23 and 24). 
In Pond Moat, during July, 1968 Microcystis 
aeruginosa s t i l l dominated the phytoplankton blomass 
and spp.,. iia^lSESEadla BJkms. and l^ ayj^ a^ aip 
haloph^la declined considerably ^dtii the disappearance 
STairullna ma;1or In the collections. In Ch«fa Tal, 
Riortaldlum sp. Increased Its dominance while Qgp 111a tori a 
limetlcfi showed a poor growth. During August, 1968, 
Microcystia aeruginosa and TVgneiaa sp. were the two 
dominant species in Pond ffoat and Chlaaiy^omonas globosa. 
^glenft spp. and Phormldium sp. were in Chau Tal 
(Table 2S and 24). 
In Pond Moat, during September, 1968, Svnedra uli:^ a 
appeared as dominant species with ^i^lopa spP., 
Merlsmope^^a glaucn and Glenodlmium sp. as subordinate 
species. In Chau Tal^  Chlamydomonas plpbosa s t i l l 
remained the dominant speciea. In Pbnd Moat, during 
October, 1968, the number of blue-green algae increased 
considerably with Phormldium sP. as e dominant group 
member. At this time Crlenodlnlum sp., Pedi^ ^tyum spp., 
sssnaflsaisito «pp* »nd .TfilragpstrB m^ntimsn also increased 
their number but because of the considerable increase 
in total phytoplankton, they declined in relative importance, 
rhe sample from the Fbnd Msat during November, 1968 
showed a continuation of dominance by Phormldium sp., 
although considerable increase was seen in SPiyjaj-ipa jpaior. 
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Ppdlftstrum spp., lilpg^ snf^  spp. and BisSaS. sUsMmm* 
same time declln© was also noticed in Microcystis 
flfljm&lmsa* atissi K^ p^.tf^ ppBB 
ScenedeaiBtts sPP. In Chm Tal, dominance of phytoflegelletes 
was found to continue with increase In their relative 
importance. 
fhe total i^ytoplankton Momass, during the whole 
period of investigations from October, 1967 to November, 
1968, was seen dominated largely by blue-green algae. 
However, during some periods, phytoflagellates, diatoms 
and green algae were also abundant* 
CHLOROPHYLL 
The maior pigments of the phyt©plankton are 
chlorophylls. It has been found that the chlorophyll 
content of the plants benrs a good relation with the 
total organic matter and, therefore, the chlorophyll 
concentration in water serves as an index of productivity 
(Ryther, 19£6b). Many workers also have used this 
measurement to indicate the standing crop of phytoplankton 
< Harvey, 1934 end Prasad end Ramchandran Nalr, 1963), 
as i t is less tedious method than the laborious one of 
making plankton counts. Harvey (1934) and Ttocker (1949) 
have shown reasonably unambiguous correlation of direct 
counts with concentration of pigments, extracted with 
acetone, though emphasizing the possible range of errors. 
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Malytlcal data for the Pond Moat and Chau Tal 
water samples are summarised In Table 26. The monthly 
average levels of the total chlorophyll in the Pond Moat 
during the periods of investigation varied from 3 .2 to 
21.8 n ^ . / l . , the minimum value was obtained in February, 
1968 and the maximum in December, 1968. In Chau ITal, 
ttie monthly averages for the same period were found to 
vary from 1.8 to 29.33 mg. / l . , the maximum value was 
found In June, 1968 and the minimum during September, 
1968. 
PIgTOPLAllKTOH-CHLOROPHyLL RELATIOjRSHIPI As Fig. 23 
indicates there is a strong correlation between plankton 
counts and total chlorophyll throughout the period of 
investigations. A significant direct correlation (r « 
0.98, P > O.OQL for Chau Tal and r = 0.99, P > 0.001 for 
Pond Moat) was found between the two variables. The 
exact degree of correlation was also determined statistically 
by making a number of comparisons by means of linear 
regression line. The plotted points end the line of best 
f i t , Y « 1.1336 + 0.0061 X (Chau Tal) and Y = 0.2373 
0.0069 X (Pond Moat), ere ^own in Fig. 23;where Y e 
chlorophyll concentration in rag . / I . and X = phytoplankton 
number per ml. 
By knowing the concentration of chlorophyll present 
in a sample, i t i s possible to predict with the aid of 
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regression line forrmila, the number of units of counts 
present In the sample. However, Tucker (1949) h«s 
shown that pigment extraction as a measure of phytoplankton 
abundance la not sufficiently accurate to Justify Its 
use for a single sample, but when analysis of many samples 
are considered, i t can be useful method for measuring 
phytoplankton abundance throughout the period of time as 
It would show the general trend in abundance during that 
period. 
Identification of the swoplsnkton was msde up to 
species level, whenever i t was possible. Sometime 
different species were identified during qualitative 
analysis but, in making the quantitative counts, all the 
species belonging to one genus were lumped together. 
Ihe individual zooplankton were found to differ in size 
and shape even within a single species. The forms that 
could be analysed and which entered into the counts were 
only considered here end are as follows® 
M m Z S i t sp. 
MZWMP f^erMU ssJs&i SMBmsi&f JgaWfltflp -^l-a 
sp., ^IMSflS&i U' UsmmsDsXSf 
fliaadEMsaMfl, U* en^ 
EiMfiis sp-
PtRPl^ /rTOBM spp. and JPfiPtoia sp. 
Cvo^op^ sp. and Diaptoraug spp. 
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IMHATUHE St/GESa Eggs and Nauplil. 
TOm Th© consolldatefl atetemsttt of tsh® 
(tuantltetlve and qualitative results of th® analysis of 
zooplankton s&mples are given in Table 87 and 2d and 
illustreted in Fig, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22. tSie total 
nnaber of ssooplankton was lowest (120/llter) during 
Decetatier, 1968 In Pond ^toat, rising upto 1888/11ter 
during March, 1968 while In Chau Tel the talnlmuiB nuraher 
(140/11 ter) was found In June, 1968 and the maxliaum 
(2200/11ter) during November, 1967 (Table 28). It 
appeared from the present study that the pattern of the 
seasonal, changes in the eooplankton population in boISi 
the pondsls blmodal (Fig. 22). George (1962) has also 
reported blmodal seasonal changes in the zooplankton 
counts in a fish pond at Delhi. 
In Chau Tal, the f i rs t period of Increase was 
noted from October, 1967 to March, 1968 and the second 
Increase from July, 1968 to Rbveaber, 1968 while In 
Pond Moat, the f i r s t period of increase was noted between 
January, 1968 and March, 1968 and the second between 
May, 1968 and October, 1968. The population was observed 
to decline in winter months (Pond Mbat) and during summer 
(Caiau Tal). Chau Tal was found to support the largest 
eooplenkton population than the Pond Moat. 
Seasonal changes in the zooplankton population in 
the ponds closely followed the pattern of seasonal changes 
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noted for phytoplanKton, an<3 showed en Inverse 
reXetlonshlp among themselves (Fig. 22). Contrary to 
I t , Presed (19e6) reported a direct relationship 
between lihytoplankton and Kooplunktont The reletlonshlp 
Indicates that phytoplenkton population, es food of 
siooplankton, play an Important role In the gooplankton 
production In these ponds. The present observations 
are In conflrmlty vlth those of Comlte and mderson (1969). 
In Chau Taly the maximum quantity of zooplankton was 
noted during the period of lo^ temperature and low 
quantities were recorded ^en the temperature was 
considerably high. In Pond Itoat, no such relation wllUi 
temperature was noted. George (19es) and OanapRtl and 
Subba Rao (1968) also found the same relationship. Other 
factors, which appeared to be responsible for the 
zooplankton production, were dissolved oxygen concentration, 
effective light extinction and total alkalinity. 
Has:elvood and Parker (1961) have also reported similar 
factors lAilch control tiie population of «ooplankton. 
Here In these ponds too an Inverse relationship was found 
to exists between eooplankton numbers and dissolved oxygen 
concentrations. 
flfiOPP CpMPQSlTIOH OF ?DOPLANKTpN 
The major aooplankton groups varied greatly In 
absolute number and In relative Importance during the 
period of observations (Fig. 18 end 19). 
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PftpTOTPj^ t d i g class represented tjy only on© epecles, 
namely Centropyxl^ sP*, as niany of them could not be 
identified because their bodies were distorted during 
preservation. It was found only In Chau Tal between 
December, 1967 to May, 1968 and from August, 1968 to 
September, 1968* The greatest quantities were observed 
In the month of May, 1968 while the lowest values were 
recorded during December, 1967 and September, 1968. 
The fluctuations were apparently associated with the 
local and temporary environmental conditions• 
^ e rotifers, with their smaller siee and 
more rapid rate of production (Davis, 1962), were always 
present in greater numbers to dominate the zooplankton 
community except In Chau Tel during the months of April, 
May end December, 1968 (Table 2?). The maximum 
percentage of rotifers per l i ter was about 785? (Pond Moat) 
during November, 19©7 and 78.3JC (Chau Tal) during 
December, 1967 (Table 27 and Fig. 18 and 19). i»fter 
winter this group of zooplanliton became less frequent 
but s t i l l remained a dominant group. During April and 
May, 1968 great changes took place In Chau Tal. The 
percentage became very low and the dominance shifted to 
cladocera. In Pond Moat during this period the rotifers 
became much more common and also Increased their number. 
From June to August, 1968 the population decreased a 
l i t t l e In Pond Moat while In Chau Tal, they reappeared 
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as dominant zooplanicton. In September, 1968 the rotifer 
population Increased in both the ponds ^ l l e in the 
following months their ninnber decreased* In Cheu 7al 
egein during Deeensbor, 196S the dorainsnce again shifted 
to cladoeera (Table 27 and Fig, 18 and 19). 
IMs group contributed more genera to sooplankton 
coramunity of these ponds and played an important role 
in supplying food to plankton feeding fishes. The group 
included & maSsBfllaf Isa.W^^Rgtilfl SP. , 
WfioSaMi Immsmsk&f AMRf^ yJl^ f^ R^ at^  f 
M* <3nd sp. 
Keratella yalgp was on© of lii© laost imiwrtant 
species and occurred in most of the months except October 
and Ifdvember, 1967 in Pond Nbat and May, June and December, 
1968 in Chau Tal (Fig. 21). Highest quantities of the 
species were recorded during winter and post winter months 
^ i l e the lowest numbers were obtained in December, 1968 
(Pond Ifoat) and in April, 1968 (Chau Tal). 
toatgJtAfl mfltog^fi also occurred consistently 
though i t was not recorded in the collections of October, 
1967 and November, 1968 in Pond Mbat pnd May, June and 
December, 1968 in Chau Tal (Pig. 21). There was a distinct 
pulse during winter in Pond Moat with a maximum in 
January, 1968 and a minimum in November, 1967. In Chau Tal, 
greater fluctuations were recorded (Fig. 21). High Quantities 
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occurred during novernber, 1907 end /»ugust, 1968 ^ l l e 
the ffilnlnrnm quantity vas found during April, 1968. 
Yestudlpellfi sp# was only found In th© collections 
of May, 1968 to Deeetaber, 1S6S In Pond Moat (Pig. 21). 
Ohe range of variation In numbers during different months 
was found between 3 per l i ter to 60 per l i ter . 
StoS&lfiBM f^tymflflRfijka was another Important 
rotifer but i ts nutaber was never mre than 120 per l i ter 
In Pond Moat. In Chau Tal the number of the species 
ranged from 120 to 240 per l i ter (Fig. 21). 
i^ yflfft^ ^pma j^f^fintftU was only found In Chau Tal. 
I t occurred in lasge quantities during most of the monthst 
Low values were found during July and iit^ugt, 1968 ^ l l e 
Its disappearance was noted during ffey, Jfune and December, 
1968 (Fig. 21). 
Brachlonufl ffyfifSyl^eyi^f^fi occurred In Pond Moat 
in the samples of February to December, 1968. 2h Chau Tal, 
Its absence was noticed during summer months only. The 
greatest quantities were observed in Pond Moat during March, 
1968 while in Chau Tal during December, 1967* !Ihe lowest 
number recorded was 6 per l i ter In Pond Moat during 
December, 1968 (Fig. 21). 
glflP^lTOfl ^.fltoA/J^ffiag was found quite regularly 
in Pond 1^t>at while in Chau Tal i t was found to be absent 
during most of the months (Fig. 21). Prewlnter and winter 
- 106 . 
maxima war® noticed In both the ponds. Tn Pond Moat, the 
species was found to dominnte the zoopiankton coramtmlty 
during Hovember, 1967 (Fig. 21). 
All the three species of are toow to 
be common In the plankton of hard water ponds In both 
teiaperate and tropical regions (JSitchlnson, 1967). fti&y 
prefer very high allsaline waters and, therefore, can be 
regarded as Indicators of high alkaline, productive end 
supersaturated waters (Htotchlnson, 1967). !Ehe pattern 
of changes In all the species i s soc^what biiaodal 
(Fig. 21). 
Flllnla sp. was observed In all the collections 
In both the ponds. It occurred in greatest numbers in 
Pond f-foat during February, June, July and October, 1968 
whereas In Chau Tal, the greatest quantities occurred 
during winter months (Fig. 21). 
CI<AgOCEHA« Average montJily percentages of cladocera 
are illustrated In Fig. SO for both the ponds. 1a 
Pond Moat the maxima of cladocera appeared during December, 
1967. Smallest number occurred during November, 1967, 
January, February, Hay and July, 1968 while i ts absence 
was noted from September to November, 1968. In Chau Tal, 
high quantities of cladocera were noted during April, 
May, June and December, 1968. Ray ^ (1966) have 
also reported summer maxima of cladocera. In Chau Tal, 
T^ EY were found to dominate the totel EOOplankton eomiBunity 
- 10? . 
auriag April, May and December^  1968. During February, 
S0Ptenib©r and November, 1968 tlielr voluo© f e l l greetly 
with very low percentages (Table 27). In October, 1968 
they were found to be absent. 
This group which forms most of the aooplankton 
mass in Hgger lakes (Kattner, 1963), xms found to be 
doMnated by the rotifers durii^ most of the months* 
The group i s represented by two most Important genera, 
p^Sft^ jlA sp« and maphanosoma spp, 
t>aphnia »p. was found to be absent during aiost 
of the months in Fbnd and occurred in greatest 
numbers during winter laonths* A maximum of 88 per l i ter 
was found in December, 1 9 ^ • fo Chau Tal, the naxiimei 
number of DfiP^ia sp. was 616 per l i ter vdiile in other 
months fluctuations in the numbers were noted (Fig. 80), 
DiaTttaQosoma spp« was recorded only in Pond Moat 
in the months of Hovember, December, 1967 and between 
Heirch and ilugust, 1968, otherwise i t was found to be 
absent (Fig* 20), 
COPEPopAi number of different stisges of copepoda 
i . e . adults, copepodid and nauplli varied greatly in 
both the ponds during different periods of the study. 
Among the copepoda, cylopolds contributed the maximum 
number as compared to calanoids. class harpacticoida 
was not represented in both the ponds. The cyclopoida 
- 108 . 
and caXanolda vere represented by Cyclopp sp* end 
PlaptoBMa spp. respectively, ISie unalysls of the data 
indicated that the group la general had higher 
population densities during April^ October and Deeeabcr^ 
1968 In Pbnd Moat and during October^ 1967 and Pebniarjri 
and Hay to Septeraber^ 1068, and again dtarlng Roveraber 
and December, 1968 In Chan Tal (Fig. 18 and 10)» 
maxlBaim percentage of eopepods In total asooplankton was 
recorded In Chau Tel during June, 1968 (Pig. 18 and 19). 
The occtirrence of the tvo genera representing the 
group was very Irregular In both the ponds. Cyclops sp. 
was t^e siost abundant of adult eopepods* Greatest 
nutnbers were observed during January and June, 1968 In 
Pond ?4oet end during October, 1967, Mardi, and 
September, 1968 In Chau Tel. In addition. In Chau Tal 
during January, February, July, October end November, 
1968, the species was more nuaerous as compared to other 
months (Pig. 20). Males dominated the cyclops population 
only during summer months and females outnumbered the 
Males In other months of the year. 
plai>tomus spp. were found only In few collectloni 
of Pond Moat <ng. 20), fiv November, 1907, ?fey and July, 
1968 they were seen In very low quantities. The maxlamo 
values were noted during July, August and October, 1968 
In Ibnd Moat end during October, 1967 In Chau Tal (Fig. 20). 
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JISBlII* Daring quantitative analysis ©11 the copepodite 
an<3 nauplier stages war© lumped together, Ihe nauplier 
stages were observed throughout tJie period of study except 
In Pond f^oot during October end Novemfeer, 1967 (fable 27), 
Greatest number of nauplll w©r® eolleeted during suaissr 
end autanmln Pond and during eutuian In Cheu fel 
(Fig. 18 end 19)* tthe five copepodid stages were 
dlstlngui.^ed, the f irst two were always observed In 
greatest numbere then the lest two stages. It say be 
either due to rapid development of adults through these 
lest steges or due to higher laortality during these 
phases, 
pSQpt fhe number of eggs of the rotifers and crusteceans 
were lumped together end cotmtlngs were icsde together In 
various months during the period of investigations* The 
results of countings are given in T^ble Sf7 and Illustrated 
in Flg» 18 and 19, differences In ^ap© and size 
of the eggs of different aooplankton categories were noted 
which helped in the identification of several species 
of the same genus. In the present investigations the 
aajclinum number of eggs were fonsed in Hoveisberi 1068 
(Pond Moat) and during ^ l y , 1968 (Chau Tal), Seasonal 
changes in the total egg production are not clear 
(Pig, 18 and 19), However, i t was foimd that oaxiiaum 
number of rotifer eggs were found in autunn i^ich showed 
that the period of breeding extends from late monsoon to 
- 110 . 
early ^nter . In the case of copepod eggs, the mexliauni 
number was recorded during Xate vlnter (Pond Moat) 
end winter and monsoon months (Chau Tal) following the 
period of adult raaxlme. This also showed thet copepods 
are successful breeders during winter and monsoon months. 
PHyfOPLASKTON > TDQPjLJ^ IfjKfpM ]RBI.AtIOHSHIP 
A coefficient of correlation analysis was made 
between zooplankton and phytoplankton standing crop 
for both the ponds. ®ie results are given in Table 33* 
A significant inverse correlation (r a -0.©63, P > 0,001 
for Oiau Tal and r « «0,798, P > 0,001 for Pond mat) 
was found between the variables. I^e results were also 
confirmed by applying the student ' t ' test (fable 33). 
®ie data obtslned during the period of Investlgotlona 
were also transfonsed on the grai^. In t^ls analysis 
there was found a significant regression of eooplankton 
number per l i ter on jftiytoplankton number per ral. The 
plotted points and the line of best f i t , t = 200.6768 -
0,401 X (Chau Tal) and t « 188?.796 - 0.S818 X (Pond Moat), 
are shown In Fig. 22{ i^ere ? s zooplankton number per 
l i ter and X » phytoplankton number per ml. 
These regression lines also demonstrate that there 
Is a high degree of Inverse relationship between the two 
variables. Using the regression equation I t Is easier to 
- I l l -
know about the eooplankton production as I t has been 
considered that phytoplankton standing crop Is a more 
reliable Indication of 2ooplenkton standing crop# 
It mn seen during the Investigations in these 
ponds that loss of jSiytopiankton i s associated with the 
high production of zooplankton. And i t has been also 
observed that the chief factor causing the disappearance 
of idiytoplankton from the environment was primarily 
zooplankton grazing. !Ihe Inverse relationship between 
the two variables also gives a strong presumptive evidence 
for the hypothesis. Presumably, the rapid increase in 
phytoplankton population during April, October, November 
and December, 1968 (Pond Hoat) and April to ;rune, 1968 
(Chau Tal) provided sufficient food for zooplankton to 
build up rapidly. And, as the zooplankton population 
continued to increase, the rote at \rtilch the phytoplankton 
was grazed become greater than the rate of production, 
and, therefore^ the standing crop of phytoplankton declined. 
The decline In the phytoplankton crop could not resist 
the sufficient rate of grazing to maintain the assltalletion 
to existing zooplankton population, and so the zooplankton 
population declined. With the decline of zooplankton, 
as a result, the rate of phytoplankton production exceeded 
the rate of loss throiagh grazing activity of zooplankton, 
end the phytoplankton population built up again. 
- 112 . 
Similar relntlonahlps betwen phytoplenkton an^ 
zooplankton have also been reported in freshwaters hy 
Pennington (1941), Mderson ^ fij,. (1966), Wright (19®) , 
Comlta and /Anderson (19£9) and Edmondson (1962). 
Flgiar© 16. Seasonal verlatlozid In percentages of 
different groups of phytoplankton 
In Pona Moat« 
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i Pcmd i Di «tons I ftt^tofl* iBlnophy* 
I lo«a« IhyeAae I iagtlXa-lettfte 
I I " " " ' 
tfonths 
1 I I
October, 19C7 P.M. 
C.l?. 
66.9 
22.1 
17.6 
31.7 
11.9 
31.6 
3.6 
14.7 
mMm 
Ifovaisber, 1907 P.M. 
C.T. 
47.6 36.3 
37.4 
12.6 
22.7 
4 .6 
16.4 
Deeefflber^  1967 
C.T. 
2S.6 
44.4 
66.06 
22.7 
14.06 
20.2 
7 .3 
12.9 mm 
lemieTy, 196a P.M. 
C.T. 
18.0 
26.4 
41.08 
30.3 
13.6 
18,1 
36.3 
26.2 
0.02 
Febraisrfi 1968 P.M. 
C.T. 
36.9 
30.6 
26.3 
22.3 
14.1 
19.8 
16.6 
22.4 
Hereh, 1968 P.M. 
C.f . 
£4.6 
13.4 
23.2 
30.8 
16.9 
41.9 
6.3 
13.9 
April, 1068 P.M. 
C.T. 
47.7 
17.9 
36*4 
66.7 
12.4 
11.9 
4 .6 
4.6 amm 
May, 1968 P.H. 
C.T. 
48.06 
7 .6 
37.68 
80.9 
14.2 
9.1 
3.06 
2.4 
mm 
1968 P.M. 
C.T. 
24.03 
81.9 
24.9 
3 .2 
41.4 
0.6 
9.6 
14.4 
Snlf^ 1968 P.M. 
C.T. 
74.6 
68.3 
7 .2 
10.1 
8.8 
21.4 
9.4 
6*2 
AlgUSt, 1968 P.M. 
C.T. 
43.7 
22.6 
39.9 
12.0 
6 .1 
4 .4 
10.3 
61.0 mm 
Scptamber, 1968 P.M. 
C.T. 
19.3 
17.8 
23.2 
14.6 
41.9 
6 .3 
13.3 
62.3 
2.3 
mm 
October, 1968 P.M. 
C.T. 
43.1 
34.0 
36.0 
27.0 
11.3 
2.7 
6.02 
36.4 
3.6 
Hov»ffib»r, 1968 P.M. 
C.T. 
48.7. 
16.5 
33.6 
19.0 
7 .1 
13.2 
8.6 
62.1 
2.8 
( P.M. • Pona MOAt ... C.T. m Chan TAI ) 
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E^A&On/(L CHmES IN COLOHY COUm JTOOPL^TQK 
October, m ? 30 S 7 418 66 
November, 1&67 22 •• 88 6 SiS 44 
D»eemb®r, 14 a 68 21 78 71 
Jom&Ty^ 1968 4 1£ 17 ^ 42 
Febwiary, 1968 16 •• 17 16 118 88 
mteh, 1968 6 290 4 ^ 46 
April, 1968 39 22 216 66 628 U 8 
May, 1968 10 20 112 82 690 72 
June, 1968 4 14 — 16 220 m 
JTttly, 1968 12 10 — — 1682 t m 
1968 6 — 66 4 182 64 
S«pt«mb0r, 1968 10 — 13 6 92 28 
Octobtr, 1968 104 34 . . 20 218 12 
NoT«Bbor, 1968 188 34 ^ 90 16 
( P^ M, B Ponfl Moat . . . c.T. » ChaM Tal ) 
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SEiSONAL V/ffilATIONR IN PHgTOPL/NICTO. OTNTS 
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m i l ^ 1968 1861 11*6 1728 
May, 1968 1602 8,7 4046 24*40 
Jimfti 1963 1448 8 ,8 4472 89*30 
July, 1968 2203 13*3 1248 12*46 
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mm mkt cHAtr tm 
Z Z I X Z 
{ (per ai . ) \ (per 1#) { (per ©I.) | (per !•) 
Oetofeer, 1967 717 898 1760 
ffeiremtoor, 1967 606 — 220 2200 
December, 1967 676 888 281 1960 
Jaimery, X968 604 1S12 266 1840 
February, 1©68 664 1340 347 1820 
Mnrch, 1968 660 1388 372 1880 
April, 1968 1861 480 1 7 ^ 940 
ftey, 1968 1608 1020 4046 6aG 
June, 1968 1448 1280 4472 140 
July, 1968 aaos 900 1248 1380 
^ u s t , 1968 618 980 1216 1800 
September, 1968 1638 720 488 1700 
October, 1968 2688 840 716 1700 
Boveraber, 1968 ma £32 499 1900 
December, 1968 3989 180 mm. 
CHAPm IV- DIDRKAt* V/aiATIGNS IS THE POND KOAT 
- 1.113 -
DIPIIHAL V^I^TIOWS If? TIIE POHD mAf 
Dluniel variations in the phyaico-cheralcal 
conditions of Pond Most ver© studied during February, 
March, and June. A review of the literature shows 
that works of this kind on the tropical waters are 
many (Ganapati, 1949, 1965; 7a&s and Sachlan, 19e3| 
Chacko end Krishnamurthy, 19£4} Cfeorge, 1961} Hao and 
Hao, 1962$ KrishnaJfioorthy and Viswesvara, 19681 and 
Verma 1967). However, wide fluctuations reported In 
these waters offer opportune conditions for making 
such studies* In the present study, therefore, an 
attempt has been made to describe, on the basis of 
present observations, the general pattern of changes 
that occur in the waters of North India. Included 
alongwith the physico-chemical conditions, are 
observations on the diurnal distribution of plankton. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The investigations were carried out from 10.00 
to 10,00 A . m . the next day. Water samples were collected 
for chemical analysis after every three hours during 
this time interval. For plankton study the samples were 
collected after every six hours, ffethodology for 
chemical analysis was followed according to American 
- 1.114 -
Public Iteelth Association (I960) end preceutlons recommended 
tjy Welch (1948) were duly observed, particularly for 
dissolved ga&es. and In temperature readings. 
Uie methods for chemical unelysls snd for planKton 
counts were same as reported on pages 40, 49, 84 and 88. 
ffiSMi 
the results of the observations are given In 
Table 29 , 30 , 81 and 32 end Illustrated In Fig. 24. The 
weather during 13ti\ - 14th February and SOth - 21st March 
was clear with a bright sun, i^ l le on SOth June the 
wenther was cloudy and durli^ taost of the time rain was 
effected. 
;L3,th FHBRP/IRY, TO ;i4th FEBRUj>RY 
TEMPfflj^ TPREt Mr temperature was found to vary from 
12.0 to 29.0®C. the water temperature also fluctuated 
alongwlth the air temperature from 14.2 to 22.0^c 
(surface), 14.0 to 20.2®C (Mld-surface) and 14.0 to 20.2°c 
(Bottom). The maximum temperature was recorded during 
sunshine at 1.00 P.H. and the minimum In the morning at 
4.00 A.M. (Table 29 and Fig. 24). 
TR/iWsPARBNCyt Transperency was noted during day time 
only with the help of Secchl disk and varied from l» 1" to 
1* 3 " , the maximum at 10.00 A.M., l.OO P.M., 4,00 P.M. 
- 1.199 -
ana 10.00 the next day, while mlhtfraim transparency 
w®s recorded st 7.00 P.M. end 7.00 A.M. (Table 
fi;t^S0LVEp px^g^s Dissolved oxygen was estimated ©t 
three water levels. At surface Its concentration varied 
from 8.7 to 11.6 p.p.m., while at raid-surface and bottom 
Its concentrations varied from 6.4 to 9.6 p.p.m. and 
6.4 to 8.4 p.p.m. respectively. At surface and mid-surface 
the maximum values were noted at 4.00 P.M. and the 
minimum at 4.00 A.M. Ixi bottom samples maximum 
concentration was found at 10.00 A.M. and the minimum 
at 10.00 P.M. (Table 29 and Fig. 24). 
IREE CABBOH DIOXIDS, CABBOWATE AND BICAHBONAtl^Et Free 
carbondloxlde was never found to occur at any time. 
Carbonate contents were found to vary from 66 to 86 p.p.m. 
(Surface), 63 to 72 p.p.m. (Mld-surfsce) and 62 to 
67 p.p.m. (Bottom). ®ie maximum value was recorded during 
day at 4.00 P.M. and ^ e minimum In the morning at 
4.00 a.m. (Fig. 24). Bicarbonate concentrations varied 
Inversely with that of carbonate from 227 to 287 p.p.m. 
(Surface), 243 to 289 p.p.m. (Mld-gurface) and 867 to 
293 p.p.m. (Bottom). The maximum value was obtained at 
10.00 P.M. and the minimum at 10.00 A.M. (Table 20). 
£j|f Qianges In the pH of the pond water were always 
found to be related directly with the changes In carbonates 
and Indirectly wltJi the blcarbonates (Table 29 and Fig. 24). 
- 1X6 • 
It iraarled frora 9,1 to 9.3 Csurfsce), 8.9 to 9.1 (rCd-gurface) 
and S.9 to 9«l (BottomK the difference in mexlimiBi and 
mlnlwum pH of the pond water during the 24 hours of 
observations, was 0 .2 . 
PLANKfpHt l i s t of the plenkton is given la Table S2. 
Uie chief phytoplanktonl© orgenl^a were Mlcrocvstlfl BSBEij32aii 
mpmp- 8PM MQpBm^ aii^aUMf Zs ja^Jmi sppm 
spp. end Kftyieul^ &s2si2Eto&* ^^ the genera 
were found m&jdmm in number at 18.00 noon, jglosterlum spp. 
Stethfipp^iflgua sp. were found maxlfflu® ®t night 
(12.00 night), lAll© Sfii^fiteOTa b J ^ 
in the morning samples. 
^ e sooprankton samples were alwa^a found to be 
dominated by rotifers. Braehl^ua and 
Nauplll were found naximum at IS.00 noon, i^l le g^llnla sp. 
was noted ©axiomra In the momlng saaples. ^ra^l^ f t SSlto* 
pfiphftla sp. were found Baxlmum at 12.00 night. 
jgMggySgggi Mr teaperature was found to vary from 
17®c to S1.6®c and the water temperature rose and f e l l 
accordingly from the ralnlnjuia a2.2®c (surface), 2S.0°c 
- 117 • 
(Mta-surfftce ana Ijottom) to 27.0®C {surface) and 26#8®C 
(Mid-surfac© and tjottom), the maximum temperature was 
noted at 4*00 P,fU and the oinimusi at 4*00 (fable SO 
and Fig. 
!mjK8PAREIICYi Transparency varied from 1* 4»' to 1* 9" , 
the maximum at 4 .00 P.M. when the sun was bright, and 
the minimum at the dusk (7.00 P.M.). 
DISSO^V^ p^l^Nt ihe dissolved oicygen concentrations 
varied from 6.0 to 13.8 p.p.m. (Surface), 4 .6 to 
11.6 p.p.m. (Mid-iurfaee) and 4 . 2 to 11.2 p.p.m. (Bottom). 
tChe maxlfflura concentration m s noted at 4.00 P.M. and the 
minimum at 7 .00 A.M. (fable 30 and Pig. 24). 
q j m n m m ^^^ 
carbon dioxide was absent in al l the samples collected 
during 24 hours study* Carbonate concentrations varied 
from 64 to 80 p.p.m. (Surface), 49 to 76 p.p.m. (Mid-surface) 
and 49 to 72 p.p.m. (Bottom). The maximum amount of 
carbonate was noted at 4 .00 P.M. and the minimum at 7.00 A.M. 
The bicarbonate concentrations were always found to be 
maximum at 7 .00 A.M. and minimum at 4 .00 P.M. (Table SO and 
Pig. 24). 
pR of the pond varied from 9.1 to 9 .3 (Surface) and 
9 .1 to 9 .2 (Kld»surface and Bottom), 
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Iho bulk of the phytoplankton was composed 
of /^ffyopyaUa afimiflssflflt M^mm ^P* « ^Mstssflisaiaia 
Msatiia* spp*, spp* , 
t^alppht^ft^ ChlfimygQTOea Kg f^f^ Sfi ^ ^ sPP*« 
eooplenkton were domlnat©a by rotlfors. All the 
phjrtoplankton genera wore noted In greatest quantities 
at 12*00 noon. Hie samples collected at 12«00 night, 
were always containing maxlroum quantities of zooplankton 
oiganlsK. Hbwever, some of the zooplankton were found 
aaxlsua at 6,00 P,M» and some at 6.00 A.M. (Table 32), 
a s m j o j i o s - i s J U M 
SB^^MMM* temperature on this date varied from 
25.1®C to th? temperature was noted at 
1«00 P.M. and the minimum at 4.00 /.M* the water 
temperature was found to vary according to the air 
temperature, the maximum at 1.00 P.M. and the minimum 
at 4.00 A.M. (Table 31 and Fig. 34). 
Transparency values varied from 1* 2" to 
1* 8 " , the masclmuii was found at 1.00 P.M. and the minimum 
at 7.00 P.M. at the dusk (Table 31) . 
JDI8S0LV;bd oxyo^? The dissolved oxygen concentrations 
were found to vary from 2.4 to 6 .2 p.p.m. (surface), 
2 .0 to 6 .3 p.p.m. (Mld'-surfac©) and 0.9 to 4 .7 p.p.m. 
(Bottom). The maximum values were always found at 4.00 P.M. 
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and tim minimum at 4,00 A.M. (Table SI m& Fig. 24), 
fn j^R .P/bbondiq^IPET Blc/^|mmAf^t pp^e 
carl^ondlxode wes found absent In all l^.e samples. Changes 
in earbonate concentrations took place according to changes 
In oxygen contents ef tho tiator. Ihe raaxlnjurs vsliie was 
observed at 4.00 P.M. and th« minimum at 4.00 A.M. 
* 
(Table 81 and Fig. 84). Bicarbonate concentrations 
showed Inverse relationship with carbonate concentrations 
and varied from 238 2f71 p.p.®. (surface), 83© to 
270 p.p.®. (r€d»surface) and 241 to 263 p.p.m. (Bottom), 
the maxltouffi bicarbonate concentration was recorded at 
4.00 A.H, and the minlraum at 4.00 P.M. (Table 31 and 
Fig. 34). 
p^t CSianges In the pH concentrations were not significant. 
The difference in fflaxlmuin and mlnlnsum pH values was found 
to be 0 .2 . The maximum pH was noted at 4.00 P.M. and at 
10.00 P.M. and the minimum at 1.00 A.M. and 4.00 A.M. 
(Table 31 and Fig. 24). CJianges in pH concentrations 
were directly related with the changes in carbonate 
concentrations* 
MtMEBS,* important species, representing plankton 
community, were flSJOasiaaaai yygRfilPa 8P* f 
sp*f XsaiaaSm sppm fipenetfgapvia SPPM 
Sz^l^Si'ji^U sppm Kwrlii^ft toffphUfli si^fp^flngg^safl sp., 
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OUtim^PTOnaa tiLfiSesH and spp. among phytoplankton 
and VRipftf PJflffMPTOtf ssjUmjUima* EUXois SP* f 
fiattoitfi 8P. and ^clepa sp. with their nauplli ansong 
£ooplankton. i^ mong piiytoplankton and ssoopXanktoti the 
doialnaac© was ^owad hy Phormiaiup sp. and Ftllnla sp. 
respeetlveXy (Table 32)• 
phytoplankton all the genera shotted foaxlnia 
during day time at either 12-00 noon or 6.00 P.M. 
(fable 82). lEhe rotifers K^re dominant zooplankton and 
oecurred In greatest numbers during night. The 
cladocera, copepods end their nauplli were found Increasing 
during day, partlculorly at noon. 
The principles behind the dlumal phyalco-chemlcal 
variations are slstple to understand. The taaxlinara 
differences In t3ie air temperature on 13th - 14th February 
and 20th • 2l9t March were mainly due to Intense heating 
of the atmosphere by the sun during day tlcse, and by 
cooling during night. This heating and cooling of the 
atffioaphere also effected the vater temperature and, as 
a result of I t , the water temperature rose to its highest 
value during day and fe l l to very low value during night 
(Fig. 24). On 30th ^ne the differences in air temperature 
were lower than those noted on the two previous days 
( I .e . ISth - 14th February and 20th . 21st Jferch). It was 
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to cXoudi^  weather vhich allowed less Intense heating 
during day* The differences between day and night 
temperasttsros were greet, ellowing tiie mter to mix during 
night. Vaae end Siichlan (1963) have pointed out that 
these dally ©Ixings during night are perhaps responsible 
for the higher productivity. Due to shallowness of 
the pondI the thermal stratification during day and 
eonvectlonal cooling at night did not oecur. Mumal 
differences In water temperature also indicate that 
there Is a great Intercha^e of the heat every day 
between atmosphere and the pond water. 
The dissolved oxygen concentration showed a 
definite pattern of dlumal changes. It Increased during 
day time and reached Its maximum at 4 .00 P.M. and then 
the period of decline started v^lch ended at 4.00 i^ .M. 
CFlg. 24). Day time prevalences of solar radiation on 
13th « 14th February and 20th - 21st March led to high 
photo^thetlc activity by phytoplankton and consequently 
the pond water got overs®turated with oxygen, while on 
SOth June because of cloudy weather and, as a result, 
leas photosynthetic activity, the concentration of 
oxygen remained very low. Excess of osorgen accumulated 
during the day tin® and reached i ts maximum level at 
4.00 P.M., while respiration of the whole biota In the 
night exhausted I t . With no renewal possible during 
night in the absence of sunlight and photosynthesis, the 
dissolved oxygen concentration dropped down to mlnlomm 
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at 4.00 jft.H. This dapletlon In th© night and over saturation 
In the day was mainly due to abundance of Mue-green 
algae and other phytoplankton. Use i^resent findings are 
In agreement with the observstlons of George i\9ei) 
In t w tanks at I^Xhl, It w&e also observed that as the 
water temperature Increased and decreased, the &xygen 
coneentratlons also increased end decreased (Table 29| 30^ 
31 and 32)* 
Free carbon dioxide never occurred In the samples. 
During photosynthetic activity the carbon dioxide was 
idthdrawn from the blcarbonates as the carbon source 
resultl!^ a decrease In blcarbonates and rise In 
carbonates. pH also Increased alongwlth the carbonate 
concentrations. A direct correlation between pH and 
carbonate, as expected, was observed. The same 
correlation has also been reported by Leuff (1963) and 
Verms (1967) under tropical conditions. Between 
carbonates and blcarbonates an Inverse relr^tlonshlp was 
noted, which was due to the change of carbonates into 
blcarbonates during night and carbon dioxide Into 
carbonates during day. Contrary to these observations 
George (1961) reported a direct relationship between 
carbonates and blcarbonates. 
Microcystis aeruginosa formed the water bloom and 
was more abundant at 12.00 noon. Other phytoplankton 
too showed definite diurnal vertical migrations. l!he 
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phjrtoplankton were more abundant near the surface at 
12.00 noon* Hbvever, tlBlSUMlaf SSL^l^^XU 
spp. vers found abaaflant at e.OO P^ M* 
Hapid iJhytoplankton call division during early raomlnf 
(Bernstein, 1960) appears to be responsible for higher 
phytoplankton counts at IS#00 noon, the effects of light 
and heat stlisall on the movement of plankton have been 
shown by a'uday (1904) ©nd Clarke (1933) but no such 
effect noted here* 
Most of the gooplankton were found max!mam during 
night. Vaas and Sachlan (1963) found that rotifers and 
crustaceans adgrated to the surface at night in a shallow 
pond in Indonesia, the present observations confira 
their findings (Table S2). ^aeko and Krlshnaojurthy 
(1964) also reported alrallar movements of ^rpehlonnp sPP. 
at Madras. PMTPS^Mm^ S U M s v^re 
the only species «^dtilch were found mnximm at 12.00 noon. 
SlfiPtoiBp^ spp. was more nutaerous at surface In the evening 
at 6.00 P.M., decreased during night and again reappeared 
in the morning. Yentsch and Ryther (1907) and Ichiraura 
^(1960) found the highest concentrations of Dlaptpimia spp. 
in the morning samples with a ininlimaai during late hours. 
Daphnla sp* also showed diurnal movements, being 
more abundant in the night. Hauplil showed clear diurnal 
migrations. Verma (1967) found ttie maximum number of 
nattplll during night hours* In the present study the noon 
samples were provided \dth greatest numbers of namplil 
Figtjf© 24, DluHial variations In soje© pfaysleo. 
eh@mleal conditions of Pond Moat* 
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CHAPTER V- PHIMjaiT PBOD0GTIOII IK POND MOAT 
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During reeent y«ers the biilk of primary production 
(lata hes increased eoneiderably, particularly after the 
Introduction of C«14 technique by Steeiaanii Hellsen (1062). 
Inspite of the \ilde use of this technique in freshvaters 
(axsietsov, 1966| Iiygaard, 1966| SoroMRi 1956 and 10e6| 
XebiDmra and Sai^o, 1©68| Rodhe, 1968| Ooldman, 1963? 
and Goldisan and \feteel, 1963) and marine waters (Steemann 
Nellsen, 1961^ 19S8, 1969, 1964a and 1964b5 Strlclcland, 
1968 and 1960), the general agreement about the 
significance of these measurements has not been reached 
(Strleiaand, 1960). Besides, t^e estimates of net 
production by C-14 technique ha^e been found to be lov 
than the estimates obtained by the light and dark bottle 
method of Gaarder and Oran (192f7)« tRierefore, the light 
and dark bottle method i s a t l l l in wide use for Idle 
estimation of primary production* 
13ie primary productivity studies of Indian 
freshwaters have not yet been made escceptlng the studies 
of Sreenivasan (1963, 1964a, 1964c end 1960a), Bama Rao 
(1964»1960), Bassainy (1967) and more recently by 
Oanapatl and Sreenivasan (1968)# Prasad (1964e end 1967), 
Prasad and Raachandran Hair (i960 and 1963) and Prasad 
(1964) have made some observations on primary production 
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in Indian oceRns i^lle Oaslia ^ {X969) have msd© 
a detailed Investigation on organic production In 
backwaters of Kerala. 
fhe photosynt^etlc rate has been Investlpated 
in relation to cell volume (Verduln, 1962, 1964, 1956 
end 19668? ffeQuate, 10C6), seston (Jackson and WcFadden, 
19e4) and chlorophyll (Edmondson, 196e$ Riley, 1941| 
Ryther and Tentsch, 1 9 ^ ) , Riley (1941) and Wright (1968) 
have taken into account a l l these parameters of standing 
crop. The factors limiting the primary production have 
he&Ci studied in altu and vitro (Ooldman, 1960, 1963, 1964 
and 1966; Telling, 1967, 1961 and 19661 ITerduln, 1962). 
!S?he present study gives an account of primary 
production studies in a fls^i pond (Pond M&at) from 
February to iSugust, 1969• 
The rat© of prlaary production was measured by 
dark and light bottles method (Oaarder and Gran, 1927). 
Saaples were collected from various depths and siphoned 
into 260 lol. glass stoppered bottles. Tuo bottles were 
iouaedlately analysed for oxygen concentrations while 
two sets of dark and light bottles were suspended at 
each depth at 10«00 a .m . in the tnomlng and taken up at 
2.00 P.M. and 6.00 P.M. - after four and eight hours 
• xae -
Intarval. From ehangss in oxygen concentrations tn 
the light aadl dark bottles^ net and gross primary 
produetlcn, net photosynthesis, gross photosynthesis 
end respiration were computed. The Carlson values i^re 
obtained froia the ossygen values fey multiplying iiith 
0.376 (Sreenlvasen, i964a)» 
®ie procedures for the estimations of inorganic 
phosphorus, mmmie^ nitrnte and chlorophyll were saise 
as reported on pages 66 and 84, 
mm^. 
Seasonal cycle In values of gross end net primary 
production Is <iulte apparent in surface waters, mgh 
net primery productivity values were recorded from March 
to May (2.323 to 3,226 g.C/ffl3/4 hrs, and 3.76 to 4.013 
g.C/m^/a hrs.) and low values during rest of the period 
(0.600 to 1.69 g.C/0V4 hrs. end 1.126 to 2.026 g.C/o^/ 
8 hrs . ) . Similar pattern of changes was noted at 
mid-surface end bottom (Table 34). !Che values were 
always found to decrease from surface to bottom 
(Table 34). 
She rates of net end gross photosynthetlc oxygen 
production were also determined. Net lihotosynthetlc 
oxygen production during 4 hours interval was found to 
vary In different months from 1 .2 (June) to 
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8 .0 (March) in gurfac® weteraf 0*3 ing./l. (Jim©) 
to 6.4 jRg»/l. (f%y> In fflld-surfac© wattrs and 0*4 isg,/l# 
(FebruaiT and Jwie) to mg./X. (ilprll and Mpy) In 
Isottom waters* the sam© pattern of changes iias noted 
la th® a©terminations raed© after 8 hours (Table 34). 
Bate of respiration, determlnea for the saae 
Interval^ was also found fluctuating in different moniaist 
the aexitaam ms recorded tn the month of February and 
the lainlinuia In the nionth of June (fable 34), 
Inorganic phosphate-phosphorus and nitrate-
nitrogen aleo showed seasonal variations (Table 36)• 
Mgh values of inorganic phosphorus were recorded during 
jftpril and May and low values were found during June and 
July* mtrate-nitrogen followed different pattern of 
changes. Masdnnim values were obtained In February and 
June irtille during rest of the year the values remained 
almost constant. 
Bie standing crop of phytoplankton in terms of 
plant pigment units (Harvey units) ranged fros 3000 H.U. 
(July) to 6060 H.tJ. (April) In surface waters; 3260 H.U. 
(June) to 6260 H.U. (April) in iaid»surface waters and 
3000 H.U. (June) to 4660 H.U. (May) in bottom waters 
(Table 36). 
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Primary productivity values showed bimodal 
distribution. The values were generally high during 
post winter months end low during winter and monsoon 
months* High values were recorded, from M r^eh to Hay. 
XHirlng this period the secehl disk transparency values, 
temperature values end phytoplankton crop were high* 
1!he values declined rapidly on SOth JUne when rain was 
experienced, resulting In high turbidity end poor 
light conditions* However, Sreenlvasan (1964d) reported 
high values when t^ ie weather was cloudy* Verduln 
(1967) has also reported higher production values in 
subdued light* 
I«arge sei^sonal fluctuations in the rate of 
primary production were not recorded. High values were 
Just 2<»S times than the low valties of winter (faKLe 84). 
Similar seasonal fluctuations have been reported In 
tropical Inland waters by Sreenlvasan (1964a) end in 
backwaters of Kerala by Oaslm (1969) * It appears 
that the production goes on at a moderate rate through-
out the year and confirms the findings of other workers 
in tropical waters (ftilbert 1960| Hensel end 
Ryther, 1961 and Prasad and Baachandran Nalr, 1963). 
In contrast to this the summer values in temperate 
waters have been reported to be 60 times or more than 
the winter values (Haymont, 1966). 
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V«rtical measurements of primary prodtjetlvlty In 
Pond Moat are given In Table 34. Bie rate of primary 
production va@ always found decreasing from surface to 
bottom. It appears that the light Intensltgr decreases 
alofigwlth the aepth and ttie light available at the 
bottom i s not sufficient for optimum photosynthesis. 
As shown in Table 34 the values of net primary 
production ver© always fofuns! to be higher than the 
values of groso primary production. It may be due to 
the fact that phytoplankton cells lose an appreciable 
amount of assimilated carbon through respiration and 
excretion (Byther^ 19fc6a and Fogg g l . , 1966). 
Ketchum et al« (1958) have pointed out that the ratio 
of net and gross photosynthesis In a healthy population 
should approach unity If respiration Is 6-1 Ojf of total 
photosynthesis. 
©le rate of photosynthesis under such completely 
natural conditions was found to be highly variable from 
time to time and at different depths, depending upon 
the production of phytoplankton and other green plants 
at different times and depths. Doty and Ogurl (1969) 
have made similar observations of dally periodicity in 
photosynthetic rates. 
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In the present study roaxiraum values of net 
photosynth«sl8 were obtained mostly betveen 10.00 
to 6#00 P.M., and correspond to higher values of 
light iUuminetlon In the afternoon (Table 34). However, 
Verduln (1067) and Currto (1968) have reported the 
decline In photo synthetic activity during high 
illuialnetlon. Yentsch and Ryther (1967) described 
the cause of this decline* fhey found that i t was 
due to decline in chlorophyll content through 
photooxidatlon of pigments at Increased light. In 
the present study, no such decline in photo synthetic 
rate during high illumination was noticed. It raey be 
due to low transparency and high turbidity of waters 
as reported by Oaslm ^ (1969). Ryther (leaec) 
also reported different light optima for different 
groups of phytoplankton. Steemann Iteilsen (1969) and 
Yentsch (1963) categorised the phytoplankton as 
»Sun plankton", inhabiting near the surface and 
"Bhade plankton", inhabiting near the bottom. 
8on«tine the rate of net iSiotosynthesis, 
obtained after 8 hours Interval, was found to be low 
which appears to be due to slower rate of photosynthesis 
and high utilization of oxygen by phytoplankton and 
bacterial population during respiration. 
Respiratory rate of plankton organisms was also 
estimated In a g . / l . / h r . In terras of oxygen values. IHirlng 
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th« present investigations, th© values of respiration 
were found increasing laoatiy from surface to bottom 
except during February (Table 34)• This increase In 
values from surface to bottom was mainly due to poor 
light conditions at Increasing depths* In the bottom 
waters high values vere mainly due to high bacterial 
growth in the isad^water interface, and also due to 
decomposition of oxfanic matters in the bottom* 
the values were also seen increasing as the period 
of exposure of dark bottles increased. It was due to 
inhibition of photo synthetic activity and Increasing 
respiratory activity in dark bottles. 
.i^ CTRs roa^^m. m. production 
i s generally defined as the amount of organic matter 
produced by the phytoplankton under a unit area of water 
surface* this production requires radiant energy for 
the proceas of photosynthesis and certain Inorganic 
nutrients such as nitrate- nitrogen, phosphate-fihosphorus 
and ammonia- nitrogen. The production i s also governed 
by some physical and biological factors which directly 
or indirectly affect the availability of these dissolved 
nutrients. Thienemann (19S7) and more recently Bawson 
(1962, 1963a and 1963b> and Horthcote and Larkin (1966) 
have stressed the Importance of lake basin morphometry, 
particularly mean depth in the production studies* 
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TfiAK^ PAREllCYt Natural vatdrs exhibit greet seasonal 
and aiunial differences In the light conditions* Average 
tranisparoney values, recorded at 10*00 A.M, are given 
in Table 36» fH-gh values of primary production occurred 
vhen the values of transparency vere low ana vice versa 
(Table 34 and 36)• Low values of transparency were 
mainly due to high phytoplanJston population (March to 
May) end due to high turbidity values affected by rain 
(June to August)* 
TEMPERAftlREI fh© teiBperature of the ecosystem has great 
iKportence in regulating the primary pfoductlon In 
freshwater®* Bovever, (Jasim ^ jOL, (1969) did not find 
any direct effect of temperature on oiganlc production 
in ® tropicsl ©stuarj% Horthcote end Iiarkin (1966) hav» 
reported a significant relationship between summer surface 
temperature and plankton* Xn the present study, 
production values were mostly found increasing and 
decreasing with increase and decrease of surface water 
temperatures. Sreenlvasan (1964) has also reported low 
values during %rlnter. 
NPTRIEHTfii Dissolved nutrients have been shown to 
influence the primary production by controlling the 
phytoplanJcton production (Deevey, 1940; Northcote and 
Larkln, 1966| Sverdrup £t , 1962 and Oaslm ^ ^X*» 
1969)• Average values of three Important nutrients, 
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NO3-N, HH3-N and given In Table S&« A direct 
close relationship lietveen PO4-P nnd net primary production 
(r » 0,71 and P > 0.06) was found %Aiile no relationship 
was foimd between ®g-lf and net primary production (r « 
-0 .01) . Qasiin also reported no correlation 
between ND3-H end carbon assimilation (r = -0.41) but 
they found a very significant correlation between 
PO4-P and carbon assimilation (r = 0.79) and stated that 
there euat be an alternative source of nitrogen (eg. 
Amraonla) to be utlllssed by plants. In the present study 
a very significant inverse correlation i(«s found between 
HIIU-N and net primary production (r k -0.66 and P > 0.10) . 
Carrie (1.9<:8) did not find aoy significant increase In 
the rate of photosynthesis, the water samples were 
enriched with Inorganic nitrogen and i^osphorus. 
PRIMMY PKObUCTIOK ARD STAHDIHG CfiOP OF PHy!l?OPLji|iKTQK 
The atteapt to measure primary production by the 
phytoplanlcton standing crop has been made by Riley (1941a) 
and Wright (1969). Prasad and Ramchandran Salr (1963) 
also compared the phytoplankton population with organic 
production and found the same pattern of Increasing 
phytoplankton cells In light bottles, as the organic 
production. 
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la the preaont atudy, piiytoplaiikton population 
V88 saeagured in tefas of plant pigment units (Harvey 
tinlts)* the sverege vslues er© given In Table 36. 
Pluctuetlons in the chlorophyll (Harvey units) vere 
found eignlficantly related with the net primary 
profiuetion (fable 35) # Sie high values of net prliaary 
production were obtained at the tline of high 
concentration of chlorophyll and low at the time of 
low concentration of chlorophyll. A correlation 
analysis was also taade between the net prlskary production 
and chlorophyll concentration of surface waters 
(r t= 0,71 and P > 0,06) c Byther and Yentsch (19e7) 
have foroiulated a method of estioiating gross production 
from chlorophyll which based on the principle that 
rate of photosynthesis of pliytoplankton population Is 
a function of light intensity. TJiey gave a working 
ratio of carbon assimilation and chlorophyll as 
3.7 g.C/hr./g, of chlorophyll. In recent years Curl 
and Small (1966) used the ratio of 8.6 for computing 
production rates from light and chlorophyll. They 
also suggested that for such measurements an empirically 
determined ratio, specific to the environment, should 
be used. 
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Llmnologlcal studies have been carried out on 
Pond Hoat and Chau Tel In /lllgexh. 1!he ponds are 
noriaally shallow ©utrophlc bodies of water with simple, 
f lat and sloping basins of elliptical type. IQie 
bottom laaterlal of these ponds is composed of dead 
planktonlc organisms, pond sediments, chemical 
preclpitants of different chemical compounds and 
ox^anlc deposits* Seasonal changes In the morphometrlc 
raeasurements of these ponds were strongly marked* 
Long and irregular shore line Is the characteristic 
feature of these ponds as i t Increases the area of 
photo synthetic pne end, i^erefore, affects the 
biological productivity* 
Seasonal variations were recorded In cllroatlc 
conditions (hufnidity, temperature, pressure, wind and 
rainfall) i^ iilch directly or indirectly affect the organic 
production. 
Seasonal variations In air, surface, mid-surface 
and bottora waters were noted. Almost uniform distribution 
of temperature at all the depths was recorded and no 
thermal stratification was noticed. A very significant 
direct correlation was found between air and surface 
water temperatures. 
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Wide seasonal fluctuations %fer« noted In 
transparency and turbidity of the ponds. The turbidity 
was caused by suspended s l i t and organic matterst High 
turbidity values were found during laonsoon months. 
Effect of turl5ldlty and phytoplankton crop on the 
extinction of light was also determined. significant 
Indirect correlation was obtained between transparency 
and turbidity, and between transparency and phytoplankton 
crop. 
The main sources of oxygen supply In these ponds 
were attnospherlc oxygen and photosynthetlc oxygen. In 
caiau Tel a dense growth of aquatic green plants, 
specially sp. and sp* were found to 
be most Important for oxygen production- Tiie Pond Msat 
was generally foitnd saturated with oxygen throughout 
the year excepting winter months. Supersaturation of 
surface waters of the Pond Itoat was due to large 
phytoplankton population. Chau Tol was mostly found 
undersaturated. The undersaturatlon of oxygen In this 
pond w«i8 mainly due to decomposition of organic matters 
and also due to turbid drainage water received during 
monsoon months which affected the light penetration and 
therefore Inhibited photosynthesis. Chau Tal has a 
good crop of T^yapa blpplnoauw which affects the light 
penetration thereby causing undersaturatlon of oxygen. 
The Pond Hoat was found completely saturated with oxygen 
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at al l (Jeptha with a "Cllnograde type" of oxygen 
distribution. Unlfona distribution of oxygen at 
different depths vas eilso noticed at some time, \dileh 
appeared to be affected by continuous circulation 
of water through strong wlnds« 
Free carbon dioxide vras never detected In Pond 
f 
Hoat, %tolle In Qieu Tel I t wes fotmd to be present In 
the last week of May and from raid July to December, 
1968» Its Occurrence was mainly due to less utilization 
of carbon dioxide during low photosynthetlc activity, 
affected by the Inflow of turbid drainage water, cloud 
covers an^ Ir^pfi crop which Inhibited light penetration. 
During t&iQ Period of high carbon dioxide concentrations 
In Chmu Tel, the mortality of fishes was also noticed. 
Fluctuations In the carbonate concentrations 
alongwlth pR values were mainly due to fluctuations In 
photosynthetlc activity of liiytoplankton and other 
aquatic green plants. "Cainograde type" of distribution 
was noted In tJie concentrations of carbonate and pH 
while a reverse distribution was found In the bicarbonate 
concentration. 
Seasonal changes In Ion concentration In Ca, 
Na, K, CI, SO ,^ cOq end HCO^  were noted. Ihe main sources 
of these Ions were found to be rain, drainage and surface 
runoff. Calcium was not found to be a limiting factor 
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for phytoplankton production. Sodium was found to 
dominate emong cations end chloride among enlona. 
Chloride contents In Chmi M were higher during June^ 
July and /wgust, 1968. Contribution of sulphate to 
these waters seems to be through blotlc sources and fros 
the oaddatlon of sulphur compounds found In the humous 
layers and leaf l i t ter . On the basis of sulphate and 
total alkalinity contents these ponds are categorised 
as "Hard water" with high biological productivity. 
The supply of the nutrients, Including phosphate-
phosphorus* nitrate-nitrogen and ammonia-nitrogen, appear 
to be dependent upon rain and drainage. High values of 
phosphate-phosphorus during winter were mainly due to 
regeneration of phosphate In the ponds, fhe values of 
phosphate-phosphorus concentrations were found to be 
Inversely related with the phytoplankton number. Low 
values during phytoplankton bloom may be due to accumulation 
of phosphate-phosphorus In the cells of phytoplankton. 
Nitrate-nitrogen, which Is a ma^or nutrient necessary for 
the production of phytoplankton showed distinct seasonal 
fluctuations In both the ponds but no relationship was 
found between the nitrate-nitrogen content and phytoplankton 
number. Seasonal fluctuations In aramonla-nltrogen 
concentration were also noted. High concentrations of 
ammonia-nitrogen were found In summer and monsoon months. 
Such higher values during summer end monsoon months were 
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mainly due to decaying organic matters provided by algal 
bloom during th© period from March to June and also due 
to Inflow of decaying organic matters with drainage 
and surface runoff* 
Hltrlte-nltrogen was never found In these ponds. 
Considerable variations were noted In the sl l lcate-sl l lca 
contents In both the ponds. The most obvious source of 
3lllcate*slllc8 In these ponds Is the decomposition of 
alumlnoslllcate minerals* Other sources are drainage 
and surface runoff during floods* Ihe seasonal fluctuations 
In l^e si 11cate*silica concentration were also found to 
be related with the diatom population. A positive 
correlation was found betimen tiie silica content and the 
diatom number. 
Considerable seasonal fluctuations were noticed 
In electrical productivity and total dissolved solid 
(T.D.S.) concentrations. Low values of T.D.S. and 
conductivity In Pond Moat were found during November, 
December, 1967 and January, 1968* High values were noted 
from February to July, 1968. Almost similar pattern of 
changes was noticed In Chau Tel as well. Ihese fluctuations 
were mainly due to fluctuations In Ionic composition of 
the ponds. In Ghau Tal evaporation of water played a very 
Important role In concentrating the total dissolved 
solids and, therefore, Increasing electrical conductivity. 
A significant relationship was found between T.D.S. and 
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electrical conductivity. Also e direct relationship 
was obtained between T.D.S. and 0iytoplankton In both 
the ponds. 
Great seasonal variations In total phytoplankton 
were noted In both the ponds. Seasonal distribution of 
phytoplankton was of dlacmlc type In Pond Moat and 
monocmlc type In Chau Tal. Temperature was not found 
to be mainly responsible for these changes. However, 
a negative correlation between phosphate-phosphorus 
and phytoplankton indicates that ^losphate Is the roost 
Important nutrient for the phytoplankton growth. No 
relationship was found between mtrate-nltrogen and 
phytoplankton. 
The five groups, representing taie lihytoplankton 
comaunlty of these ponds In order of abundance, were 
%xophyceae, Chlorophyceae, Baclllarlophyceae, 
Phyto^lagellata and mnoidiyceae. mcropystls fieruelnosa 
was the most dominant species In rayxophyceae and 
occurred throughout the period of Investigations. Next 
to fiajQJgljigjia, other Important species were A^^ baena 
J!E$J22yBas plaudosuro. Riormldlum sp. and 
Xlmnetlcfi. 
TMmm sp* f Jn^lstmflaaia tosfijaisi spp, 
and la^RgPffla were most abimdant species of 
Chlorophyceae. Bie other Important green algae were 
sPPm )PP., Pftc^ycladon spp. and 
spp. 
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spp*« PJ>a>toeifl spp* , ssgEbsnadlsSBa SP. « 
and ^xasto VAm wer© the important 
gpecles among diatoms. A direct relationship ms noted 
between slllce concentration and diatom population. 
13ie numbers of phytoflagellates, represented Isf 
ffllfinarySpn»pfinfl (globopa and Bag^ y^if^  spp., were found to 
vary extremely from tlrae to time. Dlnophyceae group 
was only represented by sp. Seasonal changes 
in the dominant phytoplankton were also noted. Mjcrocystls 
namlnsfla, M ^ m m bM Pftormjl^ lum sp. among 
blue-green algeef m m m sP., l e S m s m KSMMBSaBi 
SXaaSfiElBB sPPm spp. end 
Xfiififijaia eisong green algae? sp., 
US^HpUU ^ d Mfi^fB Sim 6c»ong diatoms and M s M m spp. 
among phytoflagellates were found to docilnate the 
pj^toplankton fauna during the present investigations. 
Chlorophyll concentrations were found to vary 
from 3.2 to 81.8 mg./l. In Pond Moat and 1.8 to 29.3S mg./l. 
In Chau Tal during different periods of Investigation. 
direct correlation was found between standing crop of 
phytoplankton and chlorophyll concentration throughout 
the period of investigotione. 
7ooplankton were mainly represented by rotifers, 
cladocera and copepods. In total number great seasonal 
variations were noted (120 to 1388/1. In Pond Moat and 
140 to 2200/1. In Chau Tal). The pattern of seasonal 
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v«rlctions In both the ponds was found to b© blraodftl. 
It vea noted that loss of iSiytoplankton is associated 
with the high productiou of gooplsnliton. M Inverse 
rolatlon^ip between phjrtoplenkton and zooplankton also 
Indicates that phytoplankton an Iffipoytent food 
for zooplankton* Hhe other factors, which seem to be 
responsible directly or Indirectly for ssooplankton 
production, were dissolved oxygen, temperature, effective 
light extinction and total alkalinity. 
Among the ssooplanktoa groups, Protozoa was only 
represented by Centropyxls spp. only in Chau Tal. The 
rotifers, with their smaller size and Kore rapid rate 
of production, were always found to dominate the 
zooplankton community except during few months. The 
chief representative were IgJCgJtfiUa XSiSEt iS. £flnaaSBalS» 
spp., fiiftc^jiffnBs ^ ISsoMa, iimiiafiBfiLB, 
I* end sp. which 
occurred In high quantities in most of the collections. 
The group Cladocera was represented by two genera only, 
i*e. paphnla sp* m^d piap^ f^ln^ gpp'ft SPP* Plap>^ ftnp,flpm SPP* 
were recorded in Bond Moat only durlr^ November and 
December, 1967. iUnong the Copepoda, the cyclopolds 
contributed maximum rnunber as compared to calanoids. The 
cyclopoidft and calanolda were represented by Cyclops sp. 
Dlaptoaup spp. respectively. High population 
densities of the group were recorded during April, October 
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and December, 1968 In Pond Moat end during October, 1267 
and February, Msy, June, July, ^gust , September, November 
and December, 196S in Chm Tel. Different developmental 
stages of naupllus of copepods were observed throughout 
the period of Inveetlgstions except in Pond Moet ^ e r e 
tdxese were not recorded during October and Hoveraber, 1967. 
Diurnal variations In water chemistry and plankton 
distribution in the eutrophic tropical Pond Moat were 
quite apparent. Large fluctuations were noted in 
temperature, dissolved oxygen, carbonate, bicarbonate 
and pH concentrations* "She pond water gets oversaturats^ 
with oxygen during day at 4.00 P.M. and depleted in the 
night. Free carbon dioxide in the Pond Moat was never 
detected at any time. phytoplankton were more abundant 
near the surface at 12.00 noon, Bftcyocystls aeruginosa 
formed the water bloom and was more abundant at 12.00 noon. 
Most of the zooplankton were found abundant during night. 
grn<S)U9m,a g.oXyfiifXPI»a and were the only 
species which formed maxima at 12.00 noon. 
Seasonal fluctuationsin gross and net primary 
production values were quite apparent in surface waters 
and showed a bimodal type of distrihitlon. fhe values 
were generally high during post winter months and low 
during winter and monsoon months. At different depths 
the rate of primary production was always found decreasing 
from surface to bottom. 
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rate of photosynthesis vas found to be highly 
varlahl© from tiia© to tla© and at different depths. 
Maxliffiim values of photo synthetic oxygen production were 
laostly recorded between 10.00 A.M. to 6.00 P.M. 
Hesi^rstory rat® of plsaakt^a OTganlsffis wss fousid 
to he increasing froa aarface to bottom and pejhapa due to 
decoBtposition of organic natters, high bacterial growth 
and poor light conditions at the increasing depths. 
A close relationship was found between the transparency 
and priiaary px«duction values. Phosphate-ySiosiSiorus was 
found to be directly related with the net primary production 
values. However, there was no relatlon^ip between 
nitrate-nitrogen and production values. M inverse 
relationship was ^own fey a»®onla-nltrogen with the production 
values. Fluctuations in chlorophyll were also found 
significantly related with the net primary production. 
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Llnmologlcal studies were nif^ de on tvo freshvster 
fish pondst Pond Mont and Chsu Tsl ) . The ponds are 
normally shallow eutrophic bodies of water with simple, 
f lat and sloping basins of elliptical type. The bottom 
material of these ponds Is composed of planktonlc organisms» 
pond sediments, organic deposits and preclpltants of 
different chemical compounds. Long end Irregular shore lines 
of these ponds play an Important role In Increasing the 
biological productivity. ^ 
Seasonal variations in various meteorological factors, 
affecting primary production were noticed, almost imlfonn 
distribution of temperature was noted at different depth 
levels and no thermal stratification occurred at any time. 
Great seasonal variations In light transparency and 
turbidity of these ponds were noted. The turbidity was 
caused mostly by suspended matters recleved through drainage 
and flood waters. The extinction of light was found to 
be affected by turbidity and plankton crop. 
The main sources of oxygen in these ponds were 
atmospheric oxygen and photosynthetlc oxygen^ Pond Moat 
was generally found saturated with oxygen throughout the 
year excepting winter months? whereas Chau Tal wrs found 
almost undersaturated throughout the year which was due 
to decomposition of organic matters, turbid drainage water 
recleved during monsoon months and Trapa bisplnogum crop. 
At all depths, the Pond Moat vas found saturated with 
oxygen with a cllnograde type of oxygen distribution. 
Uniform distribution of oxygen at different depth levels 
was sometimes found which has been attributed to continuous 
circuletion of water through strong winds. 
Free carbondioxide was never detected In Pond Moat 
while in Chau Tfel i t was found to be present in most of 
the months. Its occurrence was mainly due to less utlliration 
of carbon dioxide during photosynthesis. The photosynthetic 
activity was affected by the inflow of turbid drainage 
water, cloud covers and Tyfipa crop. Mortality of fishes 
was also noticed during the periods of high cnrbon dioxide 
concentrations. Fluctuations in the carbonate concentrations 
alongwith pH values were mainly due to fluctuations in 
photosynthetic activity of phytoplankton and other aquatic 
green plants. Cllnograde type of distribution was noted 
in the concentrations of carbonpte and pH vhlle a reversa 
distribution was found in the blcerbonate concentrations. 
Pmong ions seasonal variations in sodium, Potassium, 
Calcium, Magnesium, Chloride and sulphnte concentrations 
were noted. The principal sources of these ions were found 
to be rain, drainage and surface run of f . Sodium was found 
to dominate among cations and chloride among anions. High 
concentrations of chloride in Chau Tal were mainly due to 
washing down of organic matters from the surrounding 
catchment area during monsoon months. On the basis of 
sulphate and total alkalinity contents, these ponds are 
categorised ss "Hard waters" with high biological 
productivity. 
Hie impply of the nutrients In these ponds appears 
to be dependent upon rain and drainage water. High values 
of phosphate-phosphorus, during winter months, were mainly 
due to regeneration of phosphates in the ponds, /n Inverse 
relationship was found between phosphate-phosphorus end 
phytoplenkton population while no relationship was found 
between nltrate-nltrogen end phytoplonkton population. 
Sei^ sonnl fluctuations in ammonia-nitrogen concentrations 
were also noted. Nitrite-nitrogen was never detected In 
these ponds. Sillcate-sllicp concentrations in these 
ponds showed wide saasonsl fluetuptions n^d were found 
to be directly rein ted with the diatom population. 
Considerable seasonal variations were noted in 
electrical conductivity and total dissolved solids. 
Bie pattern of changes WPS found to be same in both the 
ponds. Low values were found in the winter months and 
high during post winter months. A significant direct 
correlation was obtained between electrical conductivity 
and total dissolved solids. A direct correlation was 
also noted between total dissolved solids end phytoplenkton 
population in both the ponds. 
Seasonal distribution of phytoplankton was of diacmic 
type in o^nd Woat and monocttdc type In Chsu Tal. The five 
classes, representing the phytoplankton community of these 
ponds in order of abundance, were Kyxophycese, Chlorophycese, 
Bacillarlophyceae, Phytoflagellata and Dlnophyceae, 
Microcyatip ja^r^finopa was found to be most dominant species 
among myxophyceae. The important green algae were Typpeofl 
/nkij3t;rodegtciuff falcatus, f^ plepagtrum spp., Tetyajspora 
gelatinopfi^ Closteriuro spp. and Pfidiastyum spp. Cyclotella 
spp* t Diatoroa spn., Stephanodiscus sp, , Navtcula hfllophila 
and Synedyp plyti^  were most important genera among diatoms. 
Phytoflagellata was represented by only two species, 
Chlamydomonfts g?lobo^ ip and Eu|glena snp. while Dlnophyceae 
was represented by Gcnod^ njLum sp. only. 
Large seasonal fluctuations were noted in chlorophyll 
concentrations and a direct rolaticnship was found between 
chlorophyll end phytoplankton number. 
7ooplankton were mainly represented by rotifers, 
cladocera and copepods with great seasonal fluctuations 
in their total nuttibers. The pattern of seasonal fluctuations 
» 
in their total numbers was found to be bimodal in both the 
ponds. Ihe rotifers, with their smaller size and more rapid 
rate of reproduction, were always found to dominate the 
zooplankton community. In •>'ond Moat nauplius stages of 
copepods wpre recorded throughout the period of investigation* 
except during October and November, 1967. inverse 
relationship between phytoplankton and zooplankton numbers 
indicates that phytoplankton play an important role in 
zooplankton production. Other factors, responsible for 
zooplankton production, were dissolved oxygen, temperature, 
effective lieht extinction and total alkalinity. 
Dltimal variations In water chemistry wnd plankton 
distribution in shallow eutrophlc Pond Moat wer® quite app^  
Iiarge fluctuations wpre noted in temperature, dissolved 
03cygen, carbonate, bicarbonate and pH concentrations. The 
pond water gets oversaturated with oxygen during day at 4,00 
P.M. and depleted during night. The phytoplankton were more 
abundant near the surface at 12,'^0 noon. Most of the 
zooplankton were found abundant In surface waters during nigh 
excepting Braehlonus calyclflorus and Flllnla sp, which were 
found In maximum numbers at 12,00 noon. 
Seasonal fluctuations In gross and net primary 
production showed a blmodal type of dlstrlb-jiii on. The values 
were generally high during March and i'prll and low during 
winter and monsoon nonths* At different depths the rat© of 
primsry production v;es always found decreasing from surface 
to bottom. 
The rate of photosynthesis was found to be highly 
variable from time to time and at different depths, Respiratorj 
rate of the plankton organisms Incrf^ased from surface to 
bottom which was due to decorapo^ltlon of organic matters, high 
bacterial growth pnd poor light conditions at the Increasing 
depths* 
Factors affecting the prim?try production were studied. 
A dlroct relationship was found between phosphnte-phosphorus 
and net primary production while an Inverse correlation was 
obtained between ammonia-nitrogen and net primary production. 
No relationship exists between nitrate-nitrogen and net primary 
production. Fluctuations In chlorophyll quantities weT9 also 
found significantly related with the net primary product*"'^ 
values. 
